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Foreword

As Iran moves ever closer to a nuclear weapons capability, will other area powers such as Turkey decide to acquire their own nuclear weapons and embark on a crash nuclear weapons program to provide their own deterrent? Or will Turkey’s leaders trust in the United States’ extended nuclear deterrent for Turkey’s security? Col William G. Eldridge has explored this question in depth. To shore up the United States’ ability to convince the Turks to stay in the nonnuclear category, he recommends keeping the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and bilateral alliances with Turkey strong and, with Turkey, establishing a more common vision for the Middle East. He also advises reducing trade barriers with Turkey, maintaining and even increasing military arms trading and aid, keeping US forces in present numbers in Turkey and improving military-to-military ties, maintaining Turkey as a partner in dual-capable aircraft production, and, for now, keeping some US nuclear weapons in NATO Europe.

Colonel Eldridge also indicates there is little evidence that disarmament trends and the unfortunate misshipment of US nuclear weapons at Minot AFB and mishandling of some classified nuclear missile parts to Taiwan in 2007 and 2008 spurred Turkish leaders to develop their own nuclear weapons program. Turkey currently shows little interest in developing its own nuclear arms or capacity for the same. Turkey appears to be convinced that an obvious US commitment to retaliate against any aggressor attacking NATO states is sufficient for its belief in the United States’ extended deterrent pledge to Turkey.

Colonel Eldridge recommends three steps to measure the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence: (1) examine the case of Turkey for insights on why alliance partners may contemplate proliferation; (2) include Turkey as a partner in building theater missile defenses in the region and fighter aircraft and provide political, economic, and military support to offset some of Turkey’s regional threats from Kurdish Workers Party terrorism, Iraqi instability, Iranian nuclear ambitions, Russian energy politics, Israeli-Hamas conflicts, Georgia-Russian frictions, and Greek-Turk conflicts in Cyprus; and (3) watch Tur-
key carefully for warnings and indicators of any nuclear weapons program to try to counteract it before it can fully develop.

Colonel Eldridge has provided a clearly written, well-researched, and timely analysis of a major concern about the United States’ extended deterrent capability in a world of emerging nuclear weapons states in the Middle East and Northeast Asia. All who are concerned about keeping additional states from joining the nuclear weapons club will benefit from this study of Turkey and the effectiveness of our nuclear umbrella to keep it safe and yet a nonnuclear weapons state.

DR. BARRY R. SCHNEIDER
Director, USAF Counterproliferation Center
Air University
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Abstract

In 2009 the United States completed an 80 percent reduction of its operationally deployed strategic nuclear weapons from Cold War highs. Since 1991 the United States has also reduced its nonstrategic nuclear weapons by over 90 percent. Additionally, the United States removed much of its nuclear arsenal from alert status and continues to decrease its nuclear weapons stockpiles. However, nuclear weapons may still play an important role in deterring an adversary attack against the United States as well as providing a nuclear umbrella to allies.

An extended nuclear deterrent for protecting allies may also contribute significantly to nonproliferation efforts—the nuclear umbrella provides allies an assurance so they do not perceive the need to develop nuclear weapons arsenals for themselves. This study explores the impact of US nuclear weapon policy on the current and future effectiveness of extended nuclear deterrence for the Republic of Turkey. It concludes that the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey depends on many factors and not just the quality and quantity of the US nuclear arsenal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our nuclear umbrella, our extended deterrent, underpins our alliances in Europe and in the Pacific and enables our friends, especially those worried about Tehran and Pyongyang, to continue to rely on our nuclear deterrent rather than to develop their own.

—Robert Gates, Secretary of Defense
28 October 2008

Are US nuclear reduction policies and recent nuclear weapons handling mistakes by the US Air Force weakening the nuclear umbrella and provoking nuclear weapons proliferation by encouraging our allies to seek their own nuclear weapons? America’s nuclear forces are on a downswing. In 2009 the United States reduced its operationally deployed strategic nuclear weapons by 80 percent of Cold War highs. Since 1991 the United States also reduced its nonstrategic nuclear weapons by over 90 percent. Similarly, France and the United Kingdom reduced their nuclear arsenals, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) nations declared that their remaining US-owned nuclear weapons were primarily for political purposes.

The US systems dedicated to deliver nuclear weapons are a fraction of Cold War numbers. Once numbering over 1,000 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), more than 40 ballistic nuclear missile submarines, and nearly 1,000 bombers, there are now only 450 ICBMs, 14 submarines, and 113 bombers. The US nuclear arsenal in Europe has shrunk from thousands of nuclear weapons to a few hundred nuclear gravity bombs potentially delivered by small fleets of US and NATO dual-capable aircraft (DCA)—fighter aircraft able to deliver both conventional and nuclear weapons. In the coming years, Russia and the United States likely will continue negotiations to further draw down their nuclear weapons numbers. In the context of nuclear reductions, two incidents of nuclear weapons mishandling by the Air Force in 2007 and 2008 cast doubt for some on the US military’s competence for reliably sustaining
and executing a nuclear mission.¹ Have these incidents, coupled with nuclear inventory reductions, weakened the credibility of the US nuclear deterrent?

Despite the apparent downward trajectory of the resources and care dedicated to the nuclear mission, nuclear deterrence remains a prominent part of US security policy. Nuclear weapons are listed in the National Defense Strategy published in June 2008 as a component of deterrence against nuclear attack.² In a 28 October 2008 address to the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates stated that nuclear weapons contribute to achieving two goals: to deter nuclear, chemical, or biological attacks on the United States or its allies, and to provide a nuclear umbrella or extended nuclear deterrent to US allies in the Pacific and in Europe. This nuclear umbrella causes allies to rely on US nuclear weapons for deterrence instead of seeking to acquire their own.³

This study explores the impact of post–Cold War nuclear weapon reduction policies and the Air Force’s recent nuclear missteps on the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence. Additionally, it investigates the power of that deterrent to reinforce nonproliferation. Specifically, it examines the case of the Republic of Turkey.

**Why Turkey?**

The US-Turkey relationship is a useful case to measure the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for several reasons. First, it has been an important and long-standing ally of the United States. However, Turkey’s occasional rocky relationship with the United States and Europe, coupled with its Islamic identity, causes concern for some on the durability of US-Turkish and NATO-Turkish alliances. Examining the case of Turkey could provide insights on why longtime alliance partners might contemplate proliferation or might decide to abandon US nuclear protection to pursue their own nuclear arsenals. Lessons from this case possibly could extrapolate to other US allies, such as Japan or South Korea. Second, Turkey’s proximity to many Middle Eastern security challenges, including Iran’s budding nuclear program, makes it an interesting case for studying ways to diminish an ally’s security threats.
Third, because of its close relationship with Pakistan (a known nuclear proliferator) and its indigenous nuclear technical capabilities, Turkey sits high on the list of nations that could develop their own independent nuclear arsenals. Examining Turkey may provide methods for studying and discouraging potential proliferators, including ways to discern the warnings and indicators of a state on the edge of nuclear weapons “tipping.”

Since the mid-2000s, Turkey began to appear in reports, studies, journals, and the press as a potential candidate for pursuing its own nuclear program. In a 2006 *Foreign Affairs* article, “After Proliferation: What to Do If More States Go Nuclear,” Stephen Rosen used Turkey and Saudi Arabia as examples of states that could go nuclear if Iran develops a deployable nuclear weapon.4 On 12 December 2006 a Science Applications International Corporation report for the US Defense Threat Reduction Agency stated that Turkey and Japan are two of the United States’ extended deterrent challenges.5 In 2008 the Commission on the Prevention of Weapons of Mass Destruction Proliferation and Terrorism also listed Turkey and eight other countries as part of a group of nations that had expressed interest in acquiring nuclear weapons.6 A February 2008 report to the Committee on Foreign Relations for the United States Senate, “Chain Reaction: Avoiding a Nuclear Arms Race in the Middle East,” listed Turkey, as well as Saudi Arabia and Egypt, as potential nuclear weapons tippers if Iran successfully builds a nuclear weapon.7 Following the report, Turkish newspapers began discussing the possibility of Turkey becoming a nuclear weapons power.8

Creating additional concern for US policy makers are signals that Turkey may be distancing itself from the West. Turkey did not open its bases for the 2003 US-led operation against Iraq; it has engaged diplomatically with Iran, Syria, and the Palestinian Hamas despite US efforts at times to isolate those regimes; and a 2008 opinion poll reported less than 15 percent of the Turkish populace had a positive view of US policies.9 Although US-Turkish relations have oscillated since the end of World War II (see appendix), some scholars warn that to prevent further backsliding, secure a strong long-term relationship, and avert Turkey from “going nuclear,” the United States must take immediate steps to improve the relationship.10
The Argument: 
It’s All about Relationships and Leadership

This research suggests that it is the strength of the US-Turkish political-security relationship that is the most important factor for ensuring the credibility of the United States’ extended nuclear deterrent. In fact, the credibility of the US nuclear umbrella has little to do with the type of its nuclear weapons, the number of warheads, or the negative image of US nuclear competency generated from the Air Force’s nuclear handling missteps. Instead, US credibility depends on Turkey’s perception of its political, economic, and military ties with the United States. It is the quality of that broader relationship that will also have the greatest influence on whether or not Turkish leaders pursue an independent nuclear weapons capability.

Turkey generally measures the strength of its security relationship with the United States through the lens of the reliability of bilateral and multilateral security and partnership agreements such as NATO and the European Union (EU). Although there are many ways to measure the strength of these types of relationships—domestic polls, media tone, treaties, and agreements—the perception of national leadership is the most important. It is the highest level of Turkish decision makers that will decide the merits of continued reliance on the US extended nuclear deterrent. Undoubtedly, domestic influence and external security threats influence those decision makers, but for Turkey, it is the perception of alliance strength that will have the most influence on its nuclear proliferation decisions.

Research Questions and Methods

By analyzing Turkey as a case study, this research seeks to provide a method for assessing the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence. It addresses several questions: What are the most important factors that might influence an ally’s decision to leave the US nuclear umbrella to pursue a nuclear weapons program? What is the relationship between extended nuclear deterrence and nonproliferation? What are the signs that an ally may be contemplating nuclear proliferation? What can the United States do to strengthen alliance relationships
and stifle proliferation? How do disarmament and arms reduction policies and nuclear handling errors affect the US nuclear umbrella?

To answer these questions, this research relied on primary and secondary sources. Primary sources include interviews with midlevel Turkish policy makers, policy documents, transcripts of public statements, and interviews with Turkish, US, and European political experts. Secondary sources (all unclassified) include scholarly analysis, essays, reports, and articles from US, European, and Turkish sources. Interviews for this paper reference only the expert’s job title and are not attributed to a specific person. Despite the promise of nonattribution, some interviewees provided only the official views of their governments; however, most provided important personal insights on the health of US-Turkish security relations and on the reliability of US extended nuclear deterrence.

Outline

The following chapters review extended deterrence theory and practice and make recommendations to improve the United States’ extended nuclear deterrence relationship with Turkey. Chapter 2 defines the purpose of nuclear weapons as well as deterrence and extended nuclear deterrence. Chapter 3 offers ways to measure US-Turkish extended nuclear deterrence credibility, and chapter 4 offers policy recommendations and suggestions for the Air Force that may help to strengthen that credibility. Chapter 5 provides conclusions, policy implications, and recommendations that may aid policy development for US-Turkish security relationships, provide inputs for NATO nuclear policy debates, and offer considerations for US nuclear deployments, arms control, and disarmament policies.

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The political uses for US nuclear weapons have become more important than their military utility. Since the end of the Cold War, the military utility for nuclear weapons has become decreasingly important. However, their political uses—providing allies with a security umbrella and discouraging ally prolifera-
tion—are increasingly relevant. Therefore, nuclear weapons should be designed and deployed primarily to support political goals and alliance building. Military utility is a secondary consideration. Prior to altering its nuclear posture, the United States should discuss proposed changes with allies who rely on extended nuclear deterrence to ensure that their security concerns are acknowledged and addressed.

The reasons that an ally might withdraw from the US nuclear umbrella to pursue its own nuclear weapons arsenal are unique to each ally. The United States requires a specific understanding and a unique strategy for each ally to ensure the credibility of its extended deterrence guarantees. Elements of that credibility include considerations other than just the size and quality of the US nuclear arsenal. Other credibility influences include alliance strength (including the level and frequency of US-ally security consultations), past and present US policies in the ally’s region, US-ally trade and military arms transfers, and the local presence of US military forces. Allies may prioritize these elements differently. The effectiveness of these elements can be measured by monitoring warnings and indicators of an ally’s intentions and capacities to acquire nuclear weapons.

For Turkey, alliances play the most important role in influencing Turkish leadership’s considerations for leaving the US nuclear umbrella to pursue an indigenous nuclear weapons program. In the short term, Turkey is unlikely to pursue a nuclear weapons program if its leadership perceives that the NATO alliance and US-Turkish bilateral relationships remain strong. Of the two relationships, Turkey’s bilateral relationship with the United States is more important.

Turkey likely will “tip” if Middle East nuclear proliferation becomes widespread and NATO is perceived as ineffective and if US-Turkish relationships collapse. According to one Turkish diplomat, “things would have to get really bad” for Turkey to pursue its own nuclear weapons. Despite a rocky history, current NATO-Turkish and US-Turkish relations remain fundamentally sound, but leadership or regional security changes could strain those relationships. Factors working against Turkish nuclear weapons proliferation include the lack of support by senior Turkish leaders, the high value Turkey places on alliance relationships, the lack of funding for civilian or military
nuclear programs, and Turkish treaty agreements forswearing nuclear weapons.

Despite these proliferation disincentives, Turkey will probably hedge against falling behind a potential Middle East nuclear energy (or nuclear arms) race by developing a civilian nuclear power program. As Iran continues pursuing nuclear enrichment and possibly a nuclear weapon, Turkey will likely begin to develop a nuclear power program beyond its current research stage. Turkish leaders do not fear an attack from Iran, but instead they are concerned with the shift in the regional balance of power that may result from a nuclear-armed Iran. Hedging with civilian nuclear power provides scientific and engineering expertise needed for an aggressive Turkish nuclear program if Iran’s regional influence increases or a broader Middle East nuclear arms race begins. Therefore, the United States should continue its involvement in Turkey’s emerging civilian nuclear programs utilizing the existing 2008 US-Turkish nuclear cooperation agreement (123 Agreement), develop additional cooperation agreements that encourage Turkey to forgo nuclear and spent fuel processing, encourage scientific exchanges, and consider financially supporting Turkey’s civilian nuclear energy program.

The credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey is best signaled not through US nuclear inventory types or numbers, but by demonstrations of US political, economic, and security relationships with Turkey. Turkey’s most important political and security concerns include

- credibility of NATO, EU, and US support for Turkish security;
- Kurdish Workers Party (PKK) terrorism;
- Kurdish activism in Iraq supporting a separate Kurd state;
- Cyprus;
- relations with Iran and Armenia;
- energy security and access; and
- economic strength and domestic stability.

A close US-Turkish partnership that addresses these issues can strengthen US credibility as a reliable ally. A strong US-
Turkish relationship also serves as a disincentive for Turkish nuclear weapons acquisition.

*The US Air Force can play a role in strengthening US credibility and in decreasing Turkey’s probability for nuclear weapons proliferation.* The Air Force’s nuclear mishandlings had little effect on Turkish perceptions of US extended nuclear deterrence credibility. Very few Turkish interviewees recalled either of the Air Force’s nuclear mishaps. Additionally, the types and capabilities of US nuclear weapons also have little effect on the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey. However, Turkish representatives prefer the existing US nuclear weapons presence in Europe and argue strongly against hasty or unilateral changes. They also believe that the United States must maintain some nuclear weapons capability. The size and composition of that force is a matter for the United States to decide, preferably in consultation with Turkish national leaders. Maintaining Air Force and Turkish dual-capable aircraft in Europe is important to Turkey. The DCAs are a visible symbol of commitment from the United States. Even if US-NATO nuclear weapons employment policies change, then a joint US-Turkish DCA still provides an important military sales tie and an opportunity for military exchanges. Additionally, the Air Force can play an important role in demonstrating a strong security relationship with Turkey by maintaining its presence at Incirlik Air Base; by continuing bilateral, joint, and NATO exercises; and by aiding Turkish antiterrorism operations with assistance in command and control, intelligence sharing, and direct combat action.

**Notes**

(All notes appear in shortened form. For full details, see the appropriate entry in the bibliography.)

1. DOD, *Report of the Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management Phase I*, 13. In March 2008 the US Air Force discovered that in 2006, intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) components were accidentally shipped to Taiwan. In March 2007 a B-52 bomber crew mistakenly flew actual nuclear weapons from Minot AFB, ND, to Barksdale AFB, LA. The B-52 crew believed that the nuclear warheads were removed from the missile bodies.

INTRODUCTION

5. Dunn et al., Foreign Perspectives on US Nuclear Policy and Posture, 6.
7. US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Chain Reaction, x.
10. Lesser, Beyond Suspicion, 4.
Chapter 2

What Is the Purpose of American Nuclear Weapons?

The power to hurt—the sheer unacquisitive, unproductive power to destroy things that somebody treasures, to induce pain and grief—is a kind of bargaining power, not easy to use but used often.

What nuclear weapons have been used for, effectively, successfully, for sixty years has not been on the battlefield nor on population targets: they have been used for influence.

—Thomas Schelling

Recent attempts to justify upgrades or replacements for US nuclear weapons systems were criticized for failing to provide a sound argument for the purpose of these weapons in a post-Cold War world.\textsuperscript{1} With the end of the Cold War, the dominant role for US nuclear weapons has become political uses rather than military uses. Political uses include discouraging attacks against the United States and extended nuclear deterrence. Extended nuclear deterrence means using the US nuclear arsenal to deter attacks on allies.

The security umbrella that nuclear weapons provide may aid nonproliferation goals—allies protected by US nuclear weapons do not perceive the need to build nuclear arsenals of their own. Successful extended deterrence depends upon the defender state's credibility of making good with its protection promises.

Many of the elements that have a positive effect on a defender's credibility are also factors that are disincentives for an ally considering nuclear weapons proliferation. One of the more important factors is the day-to-day political relationship between the defender and its ally. If allied national leadership perceives eroding relationships with its nuclear armed defender, then nuclear weapons tipping, or deciding to pursue an indigenous nuclear weapon arsenal, becomes more likely.
This chapter explains the effects of the rise of political uses for US nuclear weapons, the special case of extended nuclear deterrence, and the linkage between extended nuclear deterrence and nonproliferation.

**Political Uses for US Nuclear Weapons**

Nuclear weapons can achieve both political and military objectives. After the Cold War, the primary reason for the United States to maintain nuclear weapons has become for political objectives—for deterrence “bargaining.” The secondary reason—for military targeting—has decreased in prominence.

Political uses for nuclear weapons have existed since they were developed, built, and used. After authorizing the nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Pres. Harry Truman believed that nuclear weapons were more important as political tools than as military weapons. In 1946 he told his advisors, “You got to understand that this isn’t a military weapon. It is used to wipe out women and children and unarmed people, and not for military uses. So we have got to treat this differently from rifles and cannons and ordinary things like that.”

A few days after authorizing work for a thermonuclear weapon in January 1950, Truman told his staff, “[W]e had . . . to do it—make the bomb—though no one wants to use it. But . . . we have got to have it if only for bargaining purposes with the Russians.”

Nuclear weapons became more militarily useable by growing in number from 1,000 weapons in 1953 to over 18,000 by the end of Pres. Dwight Eisenhower’s administration. Eisenhower still maintained that nuclear weapons were useful for political bargaining by the development of better nuclear bombers, the ICBM, and the submarine-launched ballistic missile. In 1954 and 1955 Eisenhower and his secretary of state John Foster Dulles used threats of nuclear warfare to coerce Chinese leader Mao Zedong to end the Quemoy and Matsu crisis and in 1953 to aid negotiations to end the Korean War. Pres. John F. Kennedy and Pres. Lyndon Johnson thought that the military utility for nuclear weapons was limited and adopted a strategy of “flexible response” in which conventional military forces became more prominent in conflict resolution.
As the Soviet Union’s nuclear arsenal grew in the late 1960s and 1970s, US nuclear strategy shifted to “no-cities” counter-force attacks against Soviet military forces and then to “mutual assured destruction” which targeted “countervalue” targets such as cities and industrial centers. Despite this apparent shift in emphasis to military uses for nuclear weapons, political bargaining—for deterrence—remained the rationale for these “delicate balance of terror” strategies. Even though Pres. Richard Nixon adopted targeting policies of “balance of terror” and “sufficiency,” both had the objective of deterring a Soviet nuclear attack rather than a practical military objective. Similarly, Pres. Jimmy Carter’s administration adopted a “countervailing” targeting strategy with the goal to match the Soviet Union and ensure “that the Soviets were indeed fully deterred from undertaking aggression.” During Pres. Ronald Reagan’s terms in office, the strategy shifted from countervailing to prevailing in a protracted nuclear war. However when the Cold War ended, targeting policies and theories began to fade while a renewed emphasis developed on the political uses for US nuclear weapons.

When the Soviet Union dissolved in the early 1990s, US nuclear targeting strategies decreased in prominence while the political rationale for maintaining nuclear weapons came to the forefront. In 1991 Pres. George H. W. Bush unilaterally ordered all nuclear bombers off alert and cancelled several nuclear modernization plans. In the first US strategy statement after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the 1991 National Security Strategy stated that deterring the Soviets was still the top priority of US nuclear forces, but the document hinted at challenges in targeting:

Despite the threat still posed by the existence of Soviet nuclear weapons, the likelihood of their deliberate use by the Soviet state is declining and the scenario which we frequently projected as the precursor of their use—massive war in Europe—is less likely than at any other time since World War II. These developments affect questions of nuclear targeting, the alert status and operational procedures of our forces and ultimately the type and number of weapons sufficient to ensure our safety and that of our allies. We have already begun to make adjustments to our nuclear forces and to the policies that guide them in recognition of the disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and changes in the Soviet Union itself.

NATO policies also shifted emphasis from military utility to political uses for nuclear weapons. The 2004 “NATO’s Nuclear
Forces” states that “NATO has radically reduced its reliance on nuclear forces. Their role is now more fundamentally political, and they are no longer directed towards a specific target.” NATO maintains a nuclear weapons sharing agreement permitting the United States to base a few hundred nuclear gravity bombs in Europe under the custody and control of the United States. The role of these weapons is primarily political.

Recent nuclear policies continue to emphasize and prioritize the political uses for US nuclear weapons over military uses. Neither Pres. George W. Bush’s March 2006 National Security Strategy nor the DOD’s June 2008 National Defense Strategy provided a targeting strategy for nuclear weapons. Instead, both declared counterproliferation and deterrence as their primary role. Underscoring the importance of deterrent uses for US nuclear weapons, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, in a 2008 presentation to the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, commented that “as long as others have nuclear weapons, we must maintain some level of these weapons ourselves to deter potential adversaries and to reassure over two dozen allies and partners who rely on our nuclear umbrella for their security, making it unnecessary for them to develop their own.” This political goal for the US nuclear arsenal—to serve as a tool of nonproliferation—has become increasingly prominent in US nuclear strategy.

The rise of prominence for the political uses of US nuclear weapons affects policy decision making in a few ways. First, the size and makeup of the US nuclear arsenal can be flexible. After the Cold War ended and Russia was no longer perceived as the primary adversary for US and NATO nuclear planning, deep nuclear weapons reductions became possible. Because targets and target types (military uses) are decreasingly important factors for US nuclear force posture, the numbers of weapons and type of deployment might be best determined by political objectives, bargaining goals, and available logistics infrastructure. Second, coordination with allies that may benefit from the nuclear umbrella becomes increasingly important. Any changes to force structure should include consultation (bargaining) with allies. Otherwise the United States risks weakening an important use of its nuclear arsenal—to protect allies. Third, the political rationale for nuclear deployment and force structure decisions may
not seem sensible to military planners. For example, a NATO nuclear force with US nuclear gravity bombs employed on short-range dual-capable fighters may not provide the most survivable or operationally successful military option for nuclear weapons employment. However, the political benefit the weapons provide by discouraging nuclear proliferation among allies and by reassuring allies through extending deterrence may be more important objectives than military usefulness.

A Special Case of Deterrence: Extended Nuclear Deterrence

As defined by two political scientists, extended deterrence is “deterrence of an attack on another party.” Using nuclear weapons to provide extended deterrence has been called extended nuclear deterrence, which has become one justification for the US nuclear arsenal. The 2006 National Security Strategy argues that US nuclear weapons, as a part of a “New Triad” that includes both nuclear and conventional capabilities, defenses (such as missile defense), and logistical infrastructure, “will better deter some of the new threats we face, while also bolstering our security commitments to allies.” For extended deterrence to work, the defending country’s commitments to the ally must be credible.

How a defending nation can offer a credible extended deterrent to an ally has been the subject of several studies, resulting in two prominent theories. First, early deterrent credibility thought, led by political scientist Thomas Schelling, offered the commitment theory. Schelling’s commitment theory suggested that effective nuclear deterrence required the defending nation to provide signals of its commitment. Signaling commitment by troop deployments or by armed intervention shows a potential attacker that the defender has strong resolve to act. This was the basis for the domino theory in Southeast Asia that rationalized US intervention against communist-backed insurgents in South Vietnam would keep the entire region from falling under communist rule. The shortfalls of Schelling’s theory became evident: after the United States failed to keep Vietnam from becoming a communist country, Southeast Asia did not
cascade into communism. Empirical analysis by other political scientists also noted shortfalls of his theory.23

The second theory, called inherent credibility, refutes Schelling’s commitment theory by suggesting that credibility depends on the defender’s interest in the ally, and it is the strength of this interest that determines the effectiveness of deterrence.24 Political scientists Paul Huth and Bruce Russett, two leading deterrence scholars, summarized this theory, stating, “successful deterrence is very much more than just a matter of having a favorable military balance, and very much a matter of the nature and extent of ties between the defender state and the state it wishes to protect.”25 Other political scientists added to the theory arguing that not only are defender-ally ties important but the defender’s regional interests are as well.26 Both of these variants of inherent credibility theory offer similar methods of measuring a defender’s commitment to an ally.

By using an empirical expected utility model to examine 54 cases of deterrence from 1900 to 1980, Huth and Russett concluded that the most important elements of a defender’s credibility for successfully deterring an attack on an ally included

1. trade (economic linkage between the defender and ally);
2. political–military relationship and assistance (arms trading with ally); and
3. local military balance (defender and ally superiority in forces above the attacker).27

They also discovered credibility elements that played a lesser role in effective extended deterrence. These elements included alliances, the defender’s past behavior, and military superiority. The defender’s possession of nuclear weapons had a minor influence on effective deterrence. Huth and Russett concluded, “A quest for strategic nuclear superiority is unlikely to be the most effective means for providing security to America’s friends and allies in a crisis, or to America itself.” Instead, the researchers stated that “an important contribution to effective deterrence may emerge from achievement of a goal that is usually sought for other purposes—maintaining and strengthening the ties of mutual interest among nation-states in an open global economic system.”28 Other researchers found similar results.
Researcher Vesna Danilovic used a similar mathematical model to assess the success of extended deterrence as a function of the importance a defender places on the ally’s surrounding region. Danilovic suggested that “although a particular state may not have great significance for a major power, it may still be important if it is located in the region of critical strategic importance.” Using cases from 1895 to 1985, Danilovic tested the probability that a defender will extend deterrence against an aggressor to an ally and found that “regional stakes as a source of inherent credibility of extended threats—is a powerful predictor of the choices that major powers make in their conflicts with other nations.” Danilovic measured a defender’s regional salience using the following elements: alliance bonds, diplomatic exchanges, colonial possessions (for cases prior to 1939), foreign trade, past behavior of the defender (in the region), and costly signals (troop mobilization or display of force). These elements of credibility were similar to those used by Huth and Russett. As a result of the research, Danilovic offered the following policy advice: “In terms of policy implications for US post–cold war diplomacy, the analysis indicates that a ‘micromanagement’ of particular foreign policy issues needs to be conducted within the framework of a ‘grand strategy.’”

Political science scholars Curtis Signorino and Ahmer Tarar discovered similar credibility elements. However, their conclusions on the most important elements differed. Using a different and arguably more accurate model, Signorino and Tarar found that “military alliances, long-term balance of forces, nuclear weapons, military arms transfers, and foreign trade all affect deterrence success.” Unlike Huth and Russett, the researchers found that the role of nuclear weapons “(1) generally incline the defender to assist the [ally]; (2) generally increase the probability of deterrence success; but (3) depending on the values of the other variables, may increase or decrease the likelihood of war.”

Each of these theories has limitations when applied to the credibility of American extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey. First, they predict outcomes for immediate extended deterrence which occurs when the attacker begins to seriously consider an attack while the other side prepares for retaliation. However, as defined in this study, extended nuclear deterrence is more general and enduring, with the United States maintaining nu-
clear and military forces to defend Turkey even though no attack is imminent.\textsuperscript{37} Despite this difference, many of the elements for credibility may still apply for a more general deterrence because implementing or strengthening these elements—political, economic, and military ties—requires a long-term strategy. In other words, these credibility elements must be in place before a conflict.

All theories tested deterrence against an attacker state. However, in this study the attacker is unknown or may be a non-state, such as a terrorist organization. These deterrence elements may still apply regardless of the origin of attack. Although not inclusive, combining the conclusions and results of these studies provides a way to measure the credibility of US extended deterrence for Turkey. Table 1 summarizes these elements from each of the three researchers and applies them to this case study.

To summarize, the credibility of extended deterrence depends more on the defender-ally relationship than on the strength of the defender’s military or nuclear forces. Measuring the strength of this credibility includes many elements, but the most important include alliances, foreign policy support, foreign trade, military arms transfers, local military balance, and the presence of nuclear forces.

For this study, Turkish policy makers were asked in interviews to rank the applied deterrence elements in order of importance. Many provided the following:

1. Stability of US-Turkish alliances
2. US support for Turkish foreign policies and US interests in the Middle East
3. US-Turkish foreign trade
4. US military arms transfers to Turkey
5. Numbers of US forces based in Turkey
6. Status of US nuclear forces

These elements are evaluated in the next chapter to provide an assessment of US extended nuclear deterrence credibility for Turkey. Addressing and strengthening these credibility ele-
ments may have a dual purpose—they may also affect Turkish leadership thinking about pursuing nuclear weapons.

**Table 1. Elements of credibility for extended deterrence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Combined elements applied to case study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huth and Russsett</td>
<td>Regional alliance bonds/diplomatic exchanges</td>
<td>Strength of US-Turkish alliances (bilateral, NATO, others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danilovic</td>
<td>Past defender behavior in region/costly signals</td>
<td>US-Turkish foreign policy support trends/US interest in Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signorino and Ahmer</td>
<td>Foreign trade</td>
<td>US-Turkish foreign trade trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional foreign trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms transfers</td>
<td>Military arms transfers</td>
<td>US-Turkish military arms transfers trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local military balance</td>
<td>Long-term balance of forces</td>
<td>US forces in Turkey trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defender possesses nuclear weapons</td>
<td>Presence of US nuclear forces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Linking Extended Nuclear Deterrence and Nonproliferation**

Although deterrence against an attack on the United States plays a prominent role in American nuclear weapons policy, the political uses of nuclear weapons also include assurances, or security guarantees, to allies for the purpose of deterring an attack on them and as a “bargain” to discourage proliferation. This use for nuclear weapons has been mentioned in US policy documents and statements. The 2006 *National Security Strategy*, in referring to the security provided to allies by the “New Triad” argues, “Such security commitments have played a crucial role
in convincing some countries to forgo their own nuclear weapons programs, thereby aiding our nonproliferation objectives."

Additionally, the National Security and Nuclear Weapons in the 21st Century states, “US nuclear weapons deter potential adversaries from the threat or use of weapons of mass destruction against the United States, its deployed forces, and its allies and friends. In the absence of this ‘nuclear umbrella,’ some non-nuclear allies might perceive a need to develop and deploy their own nuclear capability.”

One way to measure the US nuclear umbrella’s effectiveness as a method of nonproliferation requires examining the potential warnings and indicators revealed by a state considering tipping towards developing a nuclear weapons arsenal. Tipping indicators have been exhaustively studied and can be divided into two categories: intentions and capabilities. This section provides a review of these warnings and indicators, arguing that elements of deterrence credibility can affect them by providing proliferation disincentives.

In offering warnings and indicators of proliferation, researcher Peter Lavoy acknowledges that an acute security threat can be a precursor to proliferation, but by itself is insufficient. Instead, Lavoy argues, national leadership plays the greatest role, often providing overt signals of proliferation intentions. Calling these signals “nuclear mythmaking,” Levoy defines them as occurring when national leaders

1. emphasize their country’s insecurity or its poor international standing;
2. portray this strategy as the best corrective for these problems;
3. articulate the political, economic, and technical feasibility of acquiring nuclear weapons;
4. successfully associate these beliefs and arguments; and
5. convince senior decision makers to accept and act on these views.

Reinforcing Lavoy’s argument, political scientist Etel Solingen provides a theory for predicting the proliferation intentions of state leadership. In Solingen’s award-winning book Nuclear Logics, he explains that the relationship between a ruling re-
gime and its state is “the most important frontier for understanding nuclear choices and outcomes.” Solingen concludes that state leaders with economic growth and global economization agendas are less likely to advocate nuclear weapons programs than states that are inward-looking and less engaged in the global economy.

In addition to leadership influence, Lavoy said that technical nuclear capabilities such as political and international support, economic feasibility, military employment capability, and technical feasibility are important warnings and indicators. However, each capability will require influence by the myth-makers for legitimacy. Of these capability indicators, Lavoy further defines technical feasibility to include scientific training and education, procurement, and an increasing role of military and intelligence organizations in nuclear efforts. Researcher Alexis Blanc added the development of fissionable material (mining, milling, and refining the nuclear materials for constructing a nuclear bomb), weapons research, and the country’s status with the Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) as additional indicators of feasibility. Table 2 summarizes these researchers’ warnings and indicators.

Several of these warning and indicator factors may be influenced by the elements of credibility for extended deterrence. For example, ensuring the strength of US-Turkish alliances may affect how Turkish leadership perceives the seriousness of an Iranian nuclear weapons capability. Additionally, if the United States remains the predominant military arms exporter to Turkey, then this dependence on US arms may increase the effort and expense required for Turkey to field its own independent nuclear weapons delivery system. Similarly, strong economic ties between the United States and Turkey may contribute to economic growth, encouraging Turkish leadership to remain outward looking in their economic policies, which decreases the likelihood of a Turkish nuclear weapon according to Solingen.

**Summary and Cautions**

The primary role for US nuclear weapons in the post–Cold War world is for political uses. Without a dominant adversary,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Indicator</th>
<th>Indicator/Warning</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Application to Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Rise of security threat</td>
<td>Major shift in country’s security situation such as an initiation or acceleration of a neighbor’s nuclear bomb program</td>
<td>– Iran successfully builds nuclear weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– Increase in Middle East nuclear proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime and state</td>
<td></td>
<td>– Outward looking: leaders advocate economic growth and global integration</td>
<td>– Regime policies for economic growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationship</td>
<td></td>
<td>– Inward looking: leaders and populace less dependent on international markets, investments, institutions, more nationalistic</td>
<td>– Regime trends towards nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Mythmaking</td>
<td>Leadership emphasizes security concerns: – Presents nuclear weapons as a solution – Public statements, policy debates – Travel patterns (leadership and scientific/program managers) – Convince others in government to do the same</td>
<td>– Leadership public statements and policies on nuclear weapons – Leader/scientific travel patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>Technical feasibility</td>
<td>– Scientific training/education – Procurement – Military and intelligence organizations assist nuclear efforts – Support from other states – Fissile material production – Weapons development</td>
<td>– Turkish investment in nuclear research – Nuclear support from other states (Pakistan/Russia) – Progress on refining fissile material – Weapons development progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic feasibility</td>
<td>– Capacity to meet financial costs – Capacity for industrial spin-off</td>
<td>– Financial abilities – Civilian nuclear power capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political/international</td>
<td>Capacity to manage political problems with developing nuclear weapons: – Impact on relations with other states – Effect of alliance commitments on regime stability – Treaty obligations</td>
<td>– Turkish popular support for military nuclear program – Turkish popular support for civilian nuclear program – Importance of alliances on regime stability – NPT obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military/strategic</td>
<td>Capacity to develop operational nuclear weapons, policies, and military operations</td>
<td>– Turkish military capability to field, command/control, and employ nuclear weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employment capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
military targeting has become a lesser reason to maintain a nuclear arsenal. One of the political uses for US nuclear weapons is extended nuclear deterrence, which is the use of nuclear weapons to protect an ally from attack. Deterrence requires credibility, which is composed of many elements. The credibility of a defender’s extended deterrent may not be based solely on the strength of the defender’s military (or nuclear) forces. Instead, credibility elements include the strength of alliances between the defender and ally, the defender’s political and economic support for the ally, trade relationships, and the status of military forces, including the presence of nuclear weapons. These elements not only contribute to deterrence credibility, but may also influence the ally’s decision to pursue its own nuclear weapons arsenal. In other words, ensuring a credible extended deterrent may be a method of preventing proliferation. Strong alliances decrease the impact of a rising security threat. Additionally, ties between a defender’s and an ally’s economies and military may positively influence an ally’s perception of its own regime strength, making a decision for building a nuclear weapon less likely.

Some of this chapter’s suppositions must be accepted cautiously. The links between extended nuclear deterrence, credibility, and nonproliferation are largely theoretical. Much of the theory is based on immediate deterrence against a specific attacker and not on long-term deterrence against an undefined foe. Additionally, deterrence success is difficult to measure—the fact that an attack did not occur may be the result of many factors, of which some may never be known. Also, deterrence theory focuses on deterring an adversary rather than deterring an ally from considering proliferation. Nevertheless, many of the elements of credibility and the warnings and indicators for nuclear tipping still may provide a useful model for measuring the effectiveness of the US protective umbrella for the Republic of Turkey and for assessing Turkey’s incentives and capabilities to pursue its own nuclear weapons.
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Chapter 3

Assessing US Extended Nuclear Deterrence for the Republic of Turkey

[On relations between the United States and Turkey]: It is not as good as before. There is a chance to make better.
—Turkish Parliament Member (2008)

Help aid the Kurdish issue solution. It is international, not just internal. If it is a problem for Turkey, if the United States is not helping, the US loses credibility.
—Turkish GTP (strong Turkey party) Board Member (2008)

The presence of NATO prevents Turkey from pursuing nuclear weapons. But that does not mean if NATO loses them, then Turkey will get them. Domestic support is zero.
—Turkish Foreign Minister
(December 2008)

In a 2008 essay for the Turkish paper Today’s Zaman, Turkish author Mehmet Kalyoncu provided a scenario in which Turkey decides to build nuclear weapons. He envisioned declining US presence and influence in Iraq coupled with an increasingly aggressive Iran. While completing a nuclear weapons program, Iran increases aggressive rhetoric against Israel, fuels unrest in Iraq, and encourages domestic strife in Riyadh, Damascus, and Cairo. As a result, the Turkish public pressures the government to address the declining regional security issues and criticizes the ruling party for its reliance on Western security alliances such as NATO, the United States, and the EU. The United States and the EU both fail to provide assistance for a Turkish nuclear weapons program, forcing the Turks to turn to their old ally Pakistan for assistance.
Kalyoncu’s fictional scenario includes many of the theoretical elements that influence the credibility of an extended deterrent: alliances, political relationships, regional issues, and trade. This chapter uses credibility elements to evaluate the strength of US extended nuclear deterrence for the Republic of Turkey and assesses the likelihood of Turkey’s pursuing a nuclear weapons program. The assessment concludes that the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey is currently good but possibly eroding. This is occurring not because of nuclear reduction policies, nor due to recent nuclear missteps by the Air Force, but because of the perceived weakening of the political-security relationship between the United States and Turkey.

Some of the factors affecting declining credibility may affect Turkish leadership’s decision to pursue its own nuclear weapons program. This research concludes that Turkey currently has a low capability to build nuclear weapons but the Turkish leadership may enhance that capability by pursuing a civilian nuclear power program. Divining the Turkish leadership’s intentions for a nuclear program is difficult—Turkish leaders publicly state that they do not favor pursuing nuclear weapons. Turkish midlevel ministers echo those assertions, and the Turkish public remains unsupportive of nuclear weapons. However, some US reports and political insiders disagree.

Assessing Credibility Elements for US Extended Deterrence

Using qualitative analysis, this section assesses the elements of extended deterrence credibility as applied to the Republic of Turkey as either good (strong relationship with little impact on deterrence credibility), cautious (some issues or negative trends with some impact on deterrence credibility), or poor (major problems that may negatively affect US deterrence credibility). From an assessment of these elements, this research finds that the credibility of US extended deterrence for Turkey is good but requires some maintenance (see table 3).
The strength of US-Turkish alliances is not as strong as in previous times. Historically, Turkey’s bilateral relationship with the United States has had ups and downs (see appendix). In 1952 the United States fully supported NATO membership for Turkey and stationed nuclear missiles in Turkey, sharing launch control under a “dual-key” procedure with Turkish military crews during the Cold War.2

However, one of the major issues causing Turkey to question the value of its US alliance occurred in 1964. After Turkey threatened to intervene to assist Turkish Cypriots battling Greek Cypriots, Pres. Lyndon Johnson sent the “Johnson Letter” to the Turkish prime minister warning that if the intervention caused a Soviet response, the United States might not come to Turkey’s aid.3 In 1975 US-Turkish relations were again strained when the United States implemented an arms embargo against Turkey after its military operations in Cyprus resulted in a partition of the island.4 Both issues followed the United States’ unilateral decision to withdraw its nuclear missiles from Turkey during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. Even though Turkey was compensated with military aid, the failure of the United States to consult with Turkish leaders stressed their relationship.5

The end of the Cold War further tested US-Turkish relations. In 2008 a member of the Turkish parliament said that the relationship was “not as good as before.”6 His perception possibly was based on events surrounding both US-led Gulf Wars in 1991 and 2003 which cost Turkey financially. Turkey fully supported US efforts during the 1991 Gulf War but suffered economic losses estimated at $6 billion (US) due to the loss of
inexpensive Iraqi oil imports. The Turkish parliament narrowly rejected approval for the United States to use Turkey as an invasion route into Iraq at the beginning of the 2003 Gulf War despite a promise of a multibillion-dollar aid package. There is also a perception in Turkey that the United States and NATO were slow to fulfill their defensive requirements for Turkey in 1991 and 2003 in case of an Iraqi missile attack.

The United States has taken steps to repair its relationship with Turkey, but more may be required. After meeting with Turkish prime minister Tayyip Erdoğan in 2007, Pres. George W. Bush announced intelligence aid for Turkey’s fight against the terrorist-labeled PKK. Shortly after the meeting, President Bush sent an agreement for US-Turkish civilian nuclear cooperation to the Congress for approval. Maintaining a strong US-Turkish bilateral relationship is important since some Turks believe this is Turkey’s most important alliance and it may be the key factor in preventing Turkey from pursuing its own nuclear weapons program.

NATO also plays a role in Turkey’s perception of US extended deterrence. Turkey’s relationship with NATO remains strong but may be declining. Turkey is NATO’s second largest military force, aiding operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan. NATO serves as an “essential security organization for Turkey” and binds it to Europe without EU membership. It also provides an additional communication link with the United States. Even though NATO remains an important security alliance, some Turkish officials have expressed dissatisfaction “and a feeling that Turkey has given more to NATO than NATO has provided Turkey.” Some younger Turkish military officers have less faith in NATO than older officers who worked within NATO during the Cold War. These trends led a Senate Foreign Relations Committee study to conclude that “Turkish perceptions regarding the trustworthiness and reliability of NATO have declined.”

US-Turkish relations have endured multiple trials and likely will survive future trials. Most Turkish officials interviewed for this study were optimistic. A Turkish parliament member stated that there is a “chance to make [relations] better with the new US president.” Perceptions of US-Turkish alliance strength perhaps are the most important indicator of the credibility of
US extended deterrence for Turkey. These perceptions do not rely solely on alliance strength. They may change based on how effectively the United States and Turkey can resolve, or at least tolerate, their diverging approaches to Middle East policy.

**Foreign Policy Support Trends/US–Middle East Interest=Cautious/Worsening**

Since 2003 US and Turkish foreign policies, especially in the Middle East, have become divergent, and the trend is worsening. Additionally, Iran’s pursuit of a nuclear program, presumably to obtain nuclear weapons, further complicates US-Turkish relations because each differs in its approach to the problem. Turkey maintains dialogue with Iran while the United States has not. This difference may be because Turkish leaders do not perceive an Iranian nuclear weapon as a security threat. Instead, they see it as a threat to the regional power balance.

Turkey and the United States differ on policy approaches to Iran and also on other regional issues. Since the majority election of Turkey’s Justice and Development Party (AKP) in 2007, the new president and prime minister have adopted foreign policies of engagement with Iran, Syria, and Sudan, as well as with the Palestinian political organization Hamas. The AKP’s policies of engagement are at odds with the United States’ attempts to isolate or sanction these nations and regimes. Unless the United States and Turkey find a more common ground for Middle East policies, the differences in approach may damage relations between the two allies and negatively affect Turkish perceptions of US extended deterrence.

**US-Turkish Foreign Trade Trends=Cautious/Improving**

Neither Turkey nor the United States depends on the other for significant trade volume. Since the 1980s Turkey’s economy has become more open and less state-directed, causing export levels to dramatically increase. As a result, trade levels between the two countries continue to grow. US exports to Turkey doubled from $3.1 billion (B) in 2002 to $6.6B in 2007. Additionally, between 1947 and 2007 the United States provided Turkey over $12.5B in economic aid and more than $14B in military assistance.
However, the United States contributes only a small fraction to Turkey’s total imports and exports. In 2007 Turkey’s total imports were over $139B, but the US share was only $6B. In 2006 the United States ranked as Turkey’s fifth largest trading partner, providing only 4.8 percent of Turkey’s imports. Turkey’s major import suppliers include Russia (13.8 percent), Germany (10.3 percent), China (7.8 percent), Italy (5.9 percent), the United States, and France (4.6 percent). The top four US trade items sold to Turkey were iron and steel, cotton, aircraft and aircraft parts, and heavy machinery and machinery parts. Similarly, export numbers are low. The United States is not in the top five export partners for Turkey; trade coming to the United States is less than 4 percent of Turkey’s total exports. Turkey does not have a free trade agreement with the United States and is not in the top 30 importer/exporter nations to the United States.

Because Turkey and the United States do not depend extensively on each other for economic wealth, foreign trade is not a significant factor influencing the credibility of the extended deterrent. Theoretically, because the United States and Turkey have a low trade dependency, the United States might be less likely to aid Turkey if it is attacked. Despite the low commercial trade dependence, military arms trade between the two countries is significant.

**US-Turkish Military Arms Transfer Trends=Good/Improving**

The United States maintains robust arms sales to Turkey with about 80 percent of its military’s “dense-industrial activity” conducted with the United States. In the years from 1950 to 2007, foreign military sales from the United States to Turkey were the third highest among European countries at $12.8B (the United Kingdom ranked first at $15.8B, and Germany was second at $14.4B). From 1998 to 2001, Turkey was the sixth largest purchaser of US defense articles and services totaling $2B (Saudi Arabia was the largest with $12.6B). From 2002 to 2005, Turkey was the 10th largest receiver of US defense goods totaling $1B (the largest was Egypt with $5.8B). In 2005 Turkey received $1.5B in defense contract agreements from the
United States ($2.1B). These purchases represent about 10 percent of Turkey’s total expenditures on military equipment during the mid-2000s.

Although not the highest military arms sales partner for the United States, Turkey is and has been a significant recipient of US military sales, and the trend will likely continue. In 2007 Turkey signed an agreement to purchase about 100 F-35 Joint Strike Fighters. Turkish defense officials expressed specific interest in the “block 4” F-35 version—a DCA able to perform both conventional and nuclear missions. One Turkish minister remarked in 2008 that Turkey would like “to continue to play a part” in the DCA mission as a way to share the burden and maintain a voice in NATO nuclear policies. Strong military arms sales can add to the credibility of US extended deterrence for Turkey.

**US Forces in Turkey Trends=Cautious/Worsening**

Despite strong military equipment sales, the numbers of US forces stationed in Turkey have steadily decreased since the end of the Cold War. Today, the United States maintains a major military presence at only one installation in Turkey—Incirlik Air Base (AB)—and deploys fewer than 2,000 military personnel throughout the country. Even prior to the end of the Cold War, US forces in Turkey faced restrictions due to political wrangling. In July 1975, shortly after the United States announced an arms embargo against Turkey in response to its military intervention into Cyprus, Turkey voided a 1969 defense cooperation agreement and closed 25 US military installations. The bases were reopened in March 1976, but under Turkish control. In 1980 the United States and Turkey signed a bilateral defense and economic cooperation agreement that, in some circumstances, requires Turkish parliamentary approval for the United States to use Turkish air bases for reasons other than training.

By 1984 there were 11 major US military facilities, including air bases, naval facilities, and intelligence sites, hosting about 24,000 American troops and dependents in Turkey. The end of the Cold War brought drastic reductions. In 1997 the United States announced a 40–50 percent reduction in personnel per-
manently assigned to Incirlik AB as part of a realignment that returned more than 800 US military locations in Europe to the host nations.41

Exercising its rights under the 1980 agreement, Turkey placed restrictions on US use of Turkish facilities and bases for operations supporting the 2003 Iraq war.42 Theoretically, the reduction of US military presence in Turkey decreases the credibility of its extended deterrent. Additional troop withdrawals may cause Turkish leadership to question US dedication to defending Turkey because these reductions remove an important indicator of the US commitment to NATO.

**Presence of US Nuclear Forces=Good/Static**

Turkish policy makers believe that the United States should maintain a nuclear arsenal, with the makeup of that arsenal a US matter. Turkish officials also strongly support the presence of US nuclear weapons in Europe to assist NATO. They maintain that US nuclear weapons are an important political symbol of US commitment to both the NATO alliance and Turkey.43 Summarizing interviews with senior officials, Turkish researcher Mustafa Kibaroglu concluded:

Turkish officials consider nuclear weapons more as political weapons than as having a significant military value; they do not seriously think of contingencies where nuclear weapons could or even should be used. Having said that, they do believe in the deterrent value of US nuclear weapons stationed in [NATO countries]. The fundamental reason why Turkish officials want to keep the [nuclear] weapons [in NATO] has more to do with the nature and the scope of Turkish-American relations in particular and Turkey’s place in the Western alliance in general. Turkish officials also see the deployment of these weapons as part of the “burden sharing” principle within the Alliance.44

Midlevel Turkish officials assert that US nuclear weapons supporting NATO are an incentive for Turkey to not seek a nuclear weapons program. However, one official confided if NATO “loses them,” Turkey likely will not pursue its own nuclear weapons program since its “domestic support is zero.”45

The mishandling incidents by the US Air Force in August 2007 and March 2008 had little impact on Turkish perception about the strength of the US nuclear arsenal as an extended deterrent. Most interviewed were not familiar with the incidents or only vaguely recalled the events. Most ministers were more
concerned about a paragraph in a 2008 Air Force Blue Ribbon Panel report that implied NATO nuclear weapons were not adequately secured.46

Officials interviewed for this study also believe that the current US nuclear arsenal is adequate for extended nuclear deterrence. However, they suggested discussing and consulting with allies prior to US changes in policy or nuclear force structure, especially if changes would affect weapons support to NATO. They stated that consultations and discussions demonstrate commitment to the alliance and also acknowledge the allies’ contributions to alliance burden-sharing.47

Summary: US Extended Deterrent Credibility=Good but Cautious

This research assesses that overall US credibility to provide an extended deterrent to Turkey is good, but some areas may require improvement. First, alliance building and assurance activities remain important. Often, alliance building and assurance can take the form of consultations prior to decision making to avoid allegation of unilateralism. Second, although US-Turkish foreign policies may not ever mesh perfectly, discussion and inclusion may be ways to improve this credibility element. Third, any improvements to trade relations, such as reducing trade barriers, also may strengthen US-Turkish ties. Finally, US military forces assigned in Turkey are an important element of credibility and should not significantly decrease. Nearly all interviewed stated that Incirlik AB is an important symbol of US-Turkish relations. Maintaining or improving these elements of credibility may also prove useful in assuring Turkish decision makers that pursuing a nuclear weapons program is unnecessary.

Assessing Nuclear Weapons Tipping Point: Warnings and Indicators

Indicators of nuclear weapons tipping are related to elements of credibility; the quality of credibility elements may affect the will of an ally to tip. To assess the likelihood of Turkey pursuing a nuclear weapons program, this research rated each of the
warning and indicators provided in table 4 as low (limited potential for affecting decision to proliferate), cautious (an area of concern), or high (extensive potential for effecting decision to proliferate). The short-term probability that Turkey may tip is low. However, Turkish decision makers may hedge by building a civilian nuclear power program. Indigenously building a nuclear weapon could take Turkey two to 11 years.\(^48\) With assistance from a third party, such as Pakistan, the time could be much shorter. The complete assessment is depicted in table 4.

Although some high-level Turkish political leaders allegedly stated privately that Turkey is considering a nuclear weapons program, there is little public acknowledgment and even less domestic support for such a program.\(^49\) However, due to regional security issues—Iran’s suspicious nuclear program—Turkish leaders may become more interested in pursuing nuclear hedging capabilities by further developing their civilian nuclear program.

**Rise of Security Threat=Cautious**

After the Cold War, threats to Turkish security became more diverse, but few seem to require Turkey to develop nuclear weapons for its defense. However, if Iran develops a nuclear weapons capability, Turkish leadership may face pressure to hedge against the regional influence Iran could gain from attaining a nuclear-armed status.\(^50\) A Turkish minister noted, “Politically speaking, it hasn’t been possible to go ahead so far, but now because of Iran, the nuclear energy option is on the table.”\(^51\) In interviews with senior US officials, Turkish officials concede that a strong US-Turkish alliance could provide a non-proliferation incentive even if Iran builds a nuclear weapon. These officials provided the following insights to a US Senate Foreign Relations Committee staff study after a closed-door interview session:

These politicians emphatically responded that Turkey would pursue nuclear weapons as well. They stated “Turkey would lose its importance in the region if Iran has nuclear weapons and Turkey does not.” Another said it would be “compulsory” for Turkey to obtain nuclear weapons in such a scenario. However, when staff subsequently asked whether a US nuclear umbrella and robust security commitment would be sufficient to dissuade Turkey from pursuing nuclear weapons, all three individuals agreed that it would.\(^52\)
Table 4. Assessing nuclear tipping point warnings and indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Indicator</th>
<th>Indicator/Warning</th>
<th>Application to Case</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intentions     | Rise of security threat | − Iran successfully builds nuclear weapon  
− Increase in Middle East nuclear proliferation | Cautious   | Increasing caution |
|                | Regime and state relationship | − Regime policies for economic growth  
− Regime trends towards nationalism | Low        | Increasing caution |
|                | Leadership mythmaking | − Leadership public statements and policies on nuclear weapons  
− Leader/scientific travel patterns | Low        | Steady       |
| Capabilities   | Technical feasibility | − Turkish investment in nuclear research  
− Turkish investment in civilian nuclear power  
− Nuclear support from other states (Pakistan/Russia)  
− Progress on refining fissionable material  
− Weapons development progress | Low/cautious | Increasing caution |
|                | Economic feasibility | − Financial abilities  
− Civilian nuclear power capability | Low        | Steady       |
|                | Political/international support | − Turkish popular support for military nuclear program  
− Turkish popular support for civilian nuclear program  
− Importance of alliances on regime stability  
− Nonproliferation treaty obligations | Low        | Steady       |
|                | Military/strategic employment capability | − Turkish military capability to field, command/control, and employ nuclear weapons | Low        | No change   |
One minister said that Turkey has no plan to pursue nuclear weapons, but that could change if “everybody else [in the Middle East] got them.”

Turkey’s most acute threats are generally regional. First, terrorist attacks from the PKK, which maintains bases in northern Iraq, are the primary threat. Nearly every interviewee for this research stated that US assistance to combat PKK terrorism was the best way the United States could strengthen its credibility with Turkey.

Second, Turkey is concerned about Iraqi stability. Turkey fears that anarchy in Iraq could result in a Kurdish state carved from northern Iraq and southeastern Turkey. One interviewee stated, “Help aid the Kurdish issue solution. It is international, not just internal. If it is [a] problem for Turkey, if [the] United States is not helping, the US loses credibility.”

Third, Turkey is troubled about Cyprus. Disagreement with Greece on the future of the split Turkish-Greek populace on the island threatens Turkey’s bid for EU membership and strains relations with its NATO partners.

Fourth, Turkey desires good relations with its neighbors, specifically Iran, Russia, Armenia, and Syria. It shares a border with eight countries, and many of its neighbors, such as Armenia, Azerbaijan, Greece, Iraq, and Georgia, provide a wide range of security and political challenges for Turkish leaders.

Finally, internal stability, which is closely tied to economic stability and energy security, is an important concern for Turkish leaders. To most Turks, these issues are more pressing than Iran’s nuclear program. These issues also provide avenues for the United States and Turkey to improve their political and economic relationships which, in turn, could strengthen US extended deterrence and decrease the incentives for a Turkish nuclear program.

To manage these threats and issues, Turkey depends on support from NATO, the EU, and the United States. Turkish leaders desire strength from these entities because any weakening of these alliances threatens Turkish political and economic security and could encourage Turkish leaders to consider a nuclear weapon program.
Regime and State Relationship=Low

The relationship between Turkey’s leaders and its populace is becoming increasingly open and democratic. This trend diminishes the possibility of Turkey going nuclear. Since its re-election to a parliamentary majority in July 2007, the AKP has pursued reforms that aid economic growth and strengthen democracy. The party’s top priority is joining the EU. Turkish president Abdullah Gul announced that EU membership was the government’s “main agenda.” Pursuit of EU membership resulted in domestic reforms as early as 2001 when the Turkish Parliament approved constitutional amendments improving the rights of women, eliminating virginity tests for schoolgirls, and abolishing the death penalty during peacetime. In 2004 legislative reforms continued with penal code revisions that provided greater protections for women and tougher penalties for torture and honor killings. EU membership also provided incentives for Turkish civilian leadership to redefine the military’s role in politics by changing the National Security Council from a military-led authority to a civilian-led advisory group. These moves to improve the quality of Turkish democracy have also positively influenced economics.

Since the 1980s incentives and reforms enacted by the Turkish government changed the economy from state-run to a growing and outward-looking economy. The result was a boom in export growth from 2.6 percent of gross domestic product in 1979 to 8.6 percent in 1990. In 1995 Turkey signed a customs union with the EU, contributing to the 6 percent economic growth from 2002 to 2007. The successes of its open economy are incentives for the AKP to continue these reforms. Theoretically, this shift to a more open and economically secure regime may also provide disincentives to Turkish leaders considering pursuing nuclear weapons. If Turkish leaders decided to seek nuclear armament, these economic gains could be lost because of international sanctions that would undoubtedly follow. In turn, economic hardships could fuel strong public opposition against the government. Currently, it is unlikely that the AKP would be willing to pay this high political price of going nuclear. AKP leaders have publicly stated that they have no interest in developing a Turkish nuclear weapons capability.
Leadership Mythmaking=Low

There are very few indicators of Turkish leaders engaged in “nuclear mythmaking”—signs of advocating a nuclear weapons program as a solution to security or political problems. In discussing regional nuclear proliferation, President Gul stated that Iran has the right to develop nuclear energy but not nuclear weapons. “We don’t want to see weapons of mass destruction in this region. If it’s in our neighborhood, we definitely don’t want to see it, he said.” However, some high-level Turkish officials have privately remarked to US officials that Turkey may contemplate a nuclear proliferation if Iran continues its nuclear program. One stated, “Politically speaking, it hasn’t been possible to go ahead so far, but now because of Iran, the nuclear energy option is on the table.” Midlevel ministers, however, maintain that proliferation may have to be more extensive in the Middle East before Turkish leadership decides to pursue a nuclear program since there is scant domestic support. Polls confirm the low support for nuclear weapons. In 2006 a survey showed that 88.1 percent of Turks wanted Europe free of nuclear weapons.

Some Turkish mythmaking occurred shortly after the May 1998 nuclear weapons tests by Pakistan and India. On 18 May 1998 retired Turkish general Erdogan Oznal stated that “Turkey must develop its own nuclear policy.” On 14 March 2000 Turkish transportation minister Enis Oksuz said, “Our possession of the nuclear bomb will strengthen our security and enhance our deterrence amid this nuclear environment. Having such a bomb in Turkey’s hand is security. It provides deterrence.” Since then, public rhetoric from Turkish leaders in favor of pursuing a nuclear program has been nearly nonexistent.

This could indicate that Turkey’s leadership does not have serious intentions for a nuclear weapons program. However, they may consider developing civilian nuclear power as a hedge or using the threat of tipping as a political bargaining chip. Regardless, Turkey’s technical capabilities for a civilian or independent military nuclear infrastructure remain low.
Turkey’s current capability for building and operationalizing a nuclear weapon is low. With scant indigenous capability, its leadership would need to rely on another country to quickly acquire nuclear weapons. It would take up to two years to develop the infrastructure required to maintain and deploy an acquired nuclear weapon; to manufacture its own nuclear weapon could take up to 11 years.

Because Turkey’s nuclear program remains in the research phase, its technical feasibility to produce its own nuclear arsenal remains low. It began nuclear research in 1956 by establishing the Turkish Atomic Energy Commission. Since that time, Turkey has constructed two research reactors of which only one remains operational at Istanbul Technical University under the UN’s International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. The Turkish government has attempted to start a civilian nuclear power program many times since the mid-1960s, but each attempt fizzled because of coups, financial difficulties, or pressure from the United States (see appendix). On 28 September 2008, Turkey accepted a bid from Russia’s Atomstroyexport for a nuclear power plant. However, financial difficulties may postpone construction. The United States supplies all of Turkey’s fissile material holdings. Turkey conducts some uranium mining and refining, but some sources claim that no uranium has been produced.

Despite these indigenous limitations, Turkey has a history of contacts with other nations for assistance in nuclear issues. Argentina and Pakistan provided or were suspected of providing nuclear aid. The United States monitored both relationships and was seemingly successful in pressuring Turkish leaders to curtail them. Although Turkey’s nuclear capabilities are low, the government continues to pursue a nuclear energy program which could provide the experience and knowledge necessary for a future weapons program. Additionally, Turkey’s traditional ally Pakistan could be a potential source of nuclear weapons expertise if Turkish leadership seriously decided to pursue a nuclear weapons program.
Economic Feasibility=Low

Several of Turkey’s attempts to attain a civilian nuclear energy program were abandoned due to financial difficulties. A 1976 deal with two Swedish companies to build a nuclear energy reactor collapsed in the 1980s due to disagreements over financing and a change in governmental leadership after a military coup. 83 Despite progress in 1985, negotiations for a nuclear power plant built by a Canadian company also fell apart over financing and payment methods. 84 In 1994 Turkey again requested bids for a nuclear power plant. A South Korean company won the bid, but financing and domestic opposition caused the project to go nowhere. 85 Current negotiations with Russia for nuclear power aid have also stagnated. Economically, Turkey would require significant amounts of foreign aid to fund a civilian nuclear energy program.

Political/International Support=Low

There are several political and international barriers that would inhibit Turkish pursuit of a nuclear weapon, causing this indicator to be low. First, a decision to build nuclear weapons would severely strain Turkish alliances with NATO and the United States, as well as jeopardize successful accession into the EU. 86 Because Turkish military and civilian leaders value these alliances, they are significant barriers for nuclear weapons proliferations. However, a dramatic change in Turkish government to a regime that adopts isolationist policies and devalues these alliances could be a potential warning sign of proliferation. Second, Turkish popular support for nuclear weapons is low, and support for civilian nuclear power is marginal. 87 Low popular support for both civilian and military nuclear programs provides a significant proliferation barrier to an increasingly democratic and open Turkish government. Third, Turkey is a signatory to nearly all relevant nuclear agreements (see table 5).

Reaffirming Turkey’s commitment to nuclear nonproliferation at the 2007 UN Conference on Disarmament, Ahmet Uzumcu, ambassador to the conference, said, “Turkey believes that the NPT is still a unique and irreplaceable multilateral instrument, the cornerstone of the global nonproliferation regime, and the essential foundation for the pursuit of nuclear
disarmament. We should exert every effort to protect its integrity and credibility.”

Attempts to pursue nuclear weapons would require Turkish leaders to withdraw from these agreements, further straining valued alliances and international relationships. There is no indication that Turkish leaders are considering withdrawing from any of their international non-proliferation or safeguard agreements.

**Military/Strategic Employment Capability=Low**

Turkey’s ability to field, control, and employ a nuclear weapon indigenously is low. It has the ability to contribute DCAs to NATO for its nuclear mission—the Turkish air force maintains F-16 aircraft which can deliver either conventional or nuclear
munitions. However, NATO maintains oversight of the nuclear policy and posture of its members. In 2002 NATO reduced readiness requirements for its DCAs from weeks to months. Turkey’s only ballistic missile system is its US-supplied Army Tactical Missile System with a 560 kilogram payload, but the system was designed for conventional payloads. With its reliance on NATO’s command structure and the United States for potential nuclear weapons delivery systems, Turkey may require years to develop an indigenous employment and command and control capability for its own nuclear weapons.

**Few Warnings and Indicators of Real Intentions and Capabilities**

There are few warnings and indicators that Turkish leaders have the intention, or are developing the capability, to pursue a nuclear weapons program in the next few years. Turks view Iran’s apparent pursuit of nuclear weapons as a spoiler to the regional balance of power, not a security threat. Unless nuclear proliferation becomes widespread in the Middle East, it is unlikely that Turkey will begin a nuclear weapons program. Such a program may also require a change in the open political and economic policies endorsed by Turkish leadership since the 1980s.

As the government becomes more open and decentralized in pursuit of economic improvements and eventual EU membership, the Turkish populace’s lack of support for all things nuclear becomes an increasingly important factor for Turkish decision makers contemplating acquiring nuclear weapons. Nuclear mythmaking is low, and no Turkish leader or minister publicly endorses a nuclear weapons program.

Privately, high-level leaders suggest that Turkey may contemplate a nuclear program but also admit that they are secure under the US umbrella of protection—at least for now. Turkish technical, economic, and military capabilities for supporting a nuclear weapons program are also low. Finally, political and international support remains low. Turkey seemingly values its alliances and treaty obligations, making nuclear weapons tipping all the less likely.
Summary and Conclusions

The credibility of America’s extended nuclear deterrent for Turkey is good but could be worsening. Although Turkey remains dedicated to NATO and its bilateral relationship with the United States, the methods that the United States and Turkey use to deal with Middle East issues are divergent. US-Turkish trade, another indicator of credibility, is improving, but trade dependence between the two nations is low. An area of caution is the decreasing US military presence in Turkey. Offsetting this concern is the robust military arms trade between the United States and Turkey, one of the few remaining indicators of US commitment to Turkey’s defense. Finally, Turkish leaders maintain that US nuclear forces are adequate in providing an extended nuclear deterrent, but strongly link their credibility to the presence of US nuclear weapons in Europe and to Turkey’s present and future ownership of DCAs. US nuclear reductions and the recent US Air Force mishaps seemingly had little effect on the perception of the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence for Turkey.

Maintaining the credibility of US extended deterrence may prevent Turkish leaders from deciding to pursue nuclear weapons. Turkey’s active participation in NATO and its bilateral relationship with the United States may reduce the fear that regional issues seriously threaten Turkish security. Additionally, Turkey’s pursuit of EU membership may encourage already increasing trends toward open trade and governance.

Overtly, Turkish leaders do not advocate pursuing nuclear weapons, nor are they aggressively improving technical, economic, or military capabilities. However, pressure to hedge Turkey’s position in nuclear expertise by pursuing nuclear energy sources may occur if Iran continues to acquire nuclear production elements. Finally, Turkish leaders would have to renounce their international commitments to NPTs and agreements to build indigenous nuclear weapons. There is little public support for such a reversal.
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Chapter 4

**Improving US Extended Nuclear Deterrence for the Republic of Turkey**

The United States should not wait until Iran crosses the nuclear threshold before seeking to influence Turkey’s nuclear decision-making, and would be wise to take steps now to restore the bilateral relationship with Turkey.

—2008 Senate Foreign Relations Committee Report

The United States and Turkey must find a new foundation for their relationship. While the Soviet threat which prompted their partnership has ended, the United States and Turkey still share many strategic interests, including fighting terrorism and ensuring stability in the wider Middle East region.

—Frances Burwell (2008)

Strengthening US extended nuclear deterrence for the Republic of Turkey requires strengthening the overall political relationship between the two countries. This is not an easy task since US-Turkish foreign policies appear to be diverging and the United States seems to have few levers to influence Turkish leadership decision making. This chapter offers options for strengthening US-Turkish relations in ways that may ensure the credibility of US extended deterrence, which may also provide disincentives for Turkish leaders to pursue a nuclear weapons program.

**Addressing Credibility Elements**

Because Turkish leadership perceives bilateral and international alliances as important guarantors of its security, the United States should ensure that these alliances and institutions remain effective and meaningful. Failing to consult with Turkish leadership and publicize the dialogue prior to major policy
decisions has harmed US-Turkish relations. Removing Jupiter missiles from Turkey in 1962, the Johnson letter of 1964, and the 1975 arms embargo are still perceived as US slights in contemporary Turkish politics and public opinion. However, efforts to include Turkish leadership in alliance decision making and joint participation in military operations and procurement (burden sharing) may improve the political relationship. Continuing Turkish involvement and leadership in NATO operations, in nuclear and security policy decisions, and in the development of new military equipment, such as the Joint Strike Fighter, encourage burden sharing. Burden sharing, in the words of one Turkish minister “brings [Turkey] to the top of the group, adding political value.” Additionally, the United States should continue to support Turkey’s bid for EU membership. Failure to achieve EU membership could isolate Turkey from the West. Conversely, achieving EU membership could strengthen Western ties and may provide another disincentive for nuclear weapons proliferation. A US congressional study concluded that the closer Turkey is to US and European political and security institutions, the less likely it will be to pursue a nuclear weapon. Supporting alliances that Turkey values can add to the credibility of US extended deterrence.

**Keep Bilateral, NATO, and European Alliances Strong and Relevant**

Alliances may also provide strong levers for the United States to discourage Turkish leaders from proliferation. In a joint statement with the US secretary of defense, the Turkish minister of defense stated that the “US is important for us as the biggest supporter of our NATO membership.” If Turkey ever seriously considered pursuing nuclear weapons, then any US move to change Turkey’s status in NATO could have a strong effect on Turkish leaders’ decision-making calculus.

Two important issues require progress in resolving in order for Turkey to better strengthen its alliance ties with the EU and the United States: Cyprus and Armenia. Relations between the island of Cyprus’ two ethnic groups (Greeks and Turks) were always tense. The United Kingdom, Turkey, and Greece worked out a power-sharing arrangement between the two groups
when Cyprus gained its independence from the United Kingdom in 1960. Following a 1974 Greek military coup on the island, Turkey invaded Cyprus. A UN-monitored partition settled the crisis, with Turkish people settling in the north under Turkish military protection and with Greeks in the south. Cyprus joined the EU in 2004 even though Turkey maintains control of the north. The Cyprus division remains an obstacle for Turkey’s accession into the EU and strains its relations with Europe and at times NATO. The United States should aggressively help broker a resolution to the Cyprus issue.

Despite few gains in resolving Cyprus issues, Turkish leaders have thawed their tense relations with neighboring Armenia. However, a nearly passed Armenian genocide resolution by a US congressional committee in 2007 threatened to harm US-Turkish relations and make Turkish-Armenian negotiations more difficult. The proposed resolution condemned the Ottoman Empire for deporting two million Armenians in 1915 and killing an estimated 1.5 million deportees. The attempted resolution greatly strained US-Turkish relations and remains a thorny issue. Future attempts at a similar resolution could, as a US Senate–commissioned report warned, “significantly damage United States-Turkey bilateral relations, promoting a political estrangement that could impact Turkish perceptions of the US security guarantee. Such a development could ultimately affect Turkey’s eventual decision regarding nuclear weapons.” The United States should find another way to address the Armenian claims or let Turkey and Armenia resolve the matter.

Establish a More Common Vision for the Middle East

US policy makers can expect Turkey to take a more independent approach to foreign policy, especially in the Middle East. The Cold War’s end opened Turkey’s access to its eight neighbors. Economic incentives and security issues necessitate that Turkish leaders remain aggressively engaged in the region. Although isolation and economic sanctions against adversarial Middle Eastern governments may be useful political tools for the United States, they can be politically and economically costly methods if used by Turkey. As a result, Turkey will po-
politically interact with the region differently than the United States. Additionally, US policy makers can expect the ruling AKP to ease domestic policies that restrict public Islamic practices. Increased regional engagement (sometimes at odds with US policies) and changing religious tolerations may not be signals that Turkey is developing security alternatives away from the United States and Europe. Instead, these may be signs that Turkish leaders are diversifying Turkey’s foreign policy and attempting to improve its credibility with its populace and Middle Eastern nations. The United States could use Turkey’s prominent place in the Middle East as a “go-between” for tough issues. Turkey played this role before—in April 2007 Ankara hosted talks between the United States, the EU, and Iran. When Turkey acts as an intermediary between the United States and the Middle East, it can improve its bilateral relationship with the United States. A strong bilateral relationship can improve the credibility of extended deterrence.

Reduce Foreign Trade Barriers

As a way to strengthen alliance credibility, both Turkey and the United States could improve trade relations by decreasing trade barriers. According to a 2008 report from the World Trade Organization’s office of the US Trade Representative (USTR), Turkey maintains high tariff rates on food and agricultural products. The report also states that the Turkish government often does not issue import licenses for some after-sales service equipment, distilled spirits, and agricultural goods (such as meat and poultry), essentially banning these products from Turkish markets. Additionally, the USTR report suggests that the Turkish government could improve intellectual property rights and protections for copyright material and pharmaceutical products. Similarly, the United States could reduce trade barriers for Turkish goods.

An April 2008 European Commission report listed US tariffs on food products, textiles, footwear, leather goods, ceramics, glass, and railway cars as significant. Some of these goods, such as textiles, apparel, and industrial machinery, are important export items for Turkey. Altering some of these barriers as well as continuing US foreign direct investment to Turkey
($2.1B in 2006) may improve the already increasing trade levels between the two alliance partners. Although changes to foreign trade barriers may not significantly increase US-Turkish economic dependence (in 2008 Turkey was the 31st largest US export market, and the United States was Turkey’s fifth), improving trade relations may indirectly add strength to the two countries’ political and security relationship.

**Maintain or Increase Military Arms Trading and Aid**

Turkey already receives a significant portion of its military aid, equipment, and training from the United States and NATO partners. However, these areas can be improved by broadening military exchange programs, expanding NATO exercises, increasing military aid, and adding missions for joint US-Turkish development, such as remotely piloted aerial systems. The US military shared intelligence in 2007 and 2008 to aid Turkish military operations against the PKK. This reportedly had a positive impact on some Turkish decision makers. In 2008 a Turkish parliament member stated that although the United States did not directly help fight the PKK, getting intelligence information from the United States should improve the relationship.20 The United States could consider joint direct military action against the PKK if Turkey exercised its NATO security guarantees to combat terrorism as the United States did following the 9/11 attacks. The US branding of the PKK’s Iranian wing as a terrorist organization and the freezing of any of its financial assets should also add to the credibility of US protections for Turkey.21 Continuing or increasing military ties is an important element of US extended deterrence credibility, and the United States should look for ways to improve the connection.

**Avoid Additional Reductions in Turkey-Based US Military Forces**

With its military forces already at a post–Cold War low, the United States should avoid further reductions of forces based in Turkey. One of the important symbols of US security commitments to Turkey is the presence of US troops on Turkish soil. Currently, that presence is concentrated at Incirlik AB near Adana, Turkey. Turkish governmental officials support
keeping the base at Incirlik. One minister stated that the base was “tangible evidence of US-Turkish relations.” However, the same minister cautioned that the base “will not be as easy to use.” One noted political analyst reached a similar conclusion: “The United States should therefore not count on being able to use Turkish bases, particularly Incirlik for combat missions in the Middle East.” Turkish leaders also play a role in keeping US forces in the region. To ensure that Incirlik remains open, the government should consider easing restrictions on Incirlik’s use.

**Maintain Turkey as a Partner in Dual-Capable Aircraft**

Turkish officials stated that they would prefer to operate aircraft similar to those used by the US Air Force, preferring types that have the potential for dual roles. The Turkish air force operates military F-16 combat aircraft similar to those operated by the US Air Force. Some F-16s have a dual-role capability meaning that they can perform both conventional and nuclear missions. Turkish leaders maintain that cooperation on the F-16 replacement, the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), “will bolster our relationship and will serve to strengthen the interoperability of our armed forces.” Turkey committed $175 million to the JSF project, and it is now a partner in F-35 development with eight other US allies. Block 4 versions of the F-35 are scheduled to be dual capable. US-Turkish partnerships in operating the F-16 and developing the F-35, the DOD’s largest acquisition program in its history, can signal alliance commitment as well as increase military arms dependency. Additionally, Turkey’s participation in the F-35 program may provide the perception that its status is equal to that of other US allies. “Even though our participation might be small concerning the project in question,” stated one Turkish minister on the F-35 commitment, “I would like to stress the fact that whatever the phase we participate in we would like to be and we shall be a partner amongst equals.” The United States should maintain and encourage Turkey’s participation in DCA programs as a way to improve the credibility of extended deterrence even if the United States removes its nuclear weapons from Europe.
Keep Nuclear Weapons in Europe—For Now

Until an alternative demonstration of US extended deterrence can be negotiated with Turkish leaders, US nuclear weapons stationed in Europe to support NATO missions should remain. Although difficult to justify for military reasons, the weapons provide an important symbolic and political representation of US commitments to NATO and Turkey. They also provide a uniquely close method of burden sharing between the two countries. Similar to the "trip wire" effect of basing US troops in Turkey, nuclear weapons in Europe also provide a trip wire by ensuring a US response if the weapons' security becomes threatened. More importantly, the weapons also may serve as a disincentive for proliferation. NATO nations hosting US nuclear weapons likely will not perceive the need to start their own nuclear programs.

For Turkey, nuclear weapons based in Europe also ensure that its security concerns are taken seriously. Turkish political leaders sometimes express the view that Turkey has given more to NATO than it has received. By participating in NATO's nuclear mission with European-based US nuclear weapons, Turkey earns an equal voice in the alliance and elevates its importance as a bilateral partner with the United States.

If the United States decides to reduce its nuclear weapons presence in Europe, it should do so only after negotiations with NATO allies, specifically Turkey. It is the lack of coordination and negotiation that most harmed the US-Turkish alliance after Pres. John F. Kennedy confidentially decided to remove US Jupiter nuclear missiles from Turkey following the Cuban missile crisis in 1962. Some US policy makers and researchers have reported that Turkish leaders are considering an indigenous nuclear weapons program in response to Iran's apparent pursuit of nuclear weapons, and this would become a near certainty if the United States removed its weapons from Europe. However, midlevel Turkish ministers were less committed, suggesting that the US nuclear presence in Europe can be substituted with other assurances. One stated that "ultimately, they are US weapons. If they disappear, then what is the US's intent?" If the United States reduces or removes its nuclear weapons from Europe, then other extended deterrent credibility
elements may require reinforcement. Additional troop levels, joint missile defense operations, and exchanges involving US Navy nuclear submarines are possibilities for preserving the credibility of US commitments to Turkey’s defense.

**Adding Weight: Preventing Tipping**

Many of the suggestions for improving credibility could have the additional effect of discouraging nuclear weapons proliferation tipping. Encouraging Turkey to forgo the development of nuclear weapons requires addressing potential intentions and discouraging capabilities.

**Discouraging Intentions**

Discouraging Turkish interest in pursuing nuclear weapons requires decreasing Turkish security threats, avoiding meddling in Turkish internal affairs and monitoring potential Turkish leadership nuclear mythmaking.

The United States should help prevent Turkish security concerns from becoming acute. First, preventing Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons would remove a potential justification for a Turkish nuclear program. With its close Iranian ties, the Turkish government could play a role in US-Iranian negotiations, which could also strengthen US-Turkish relations. Additionally, working to prevent widespread nuclear proliferation in the Middle East removes another reason for Turkish leaders to decide to go nuclear. Basing some form of missile defense in Turkey, or integrating Turkey into a European missile defense system, may also provide a way to decrease potential Turkish security concerns as well as increase US military presence on Turkish soil—an important extended deterrent credibility element. Finally, the United States should find a way to effectively address Turkey’s PKK issues.

Author and researcher Stephen Larrabee recommended the following: (1) press the Kurdish government in Northern Iraq to cease PKK activities and close bases; and (2) insist that northern Kurds arrest and turn over PKK leaders to Turkish authorities. Both actions would go far, the scholar argues, to
reducing anti-Americanism in Turkey. PKK terrorism remains Turkey’s “most important issue.”

While the United States can aid with Turkey’s external threats, it should remain a supportive bystander in Turkish domestic politics. Turkish leadership has adopted economic and domestic policies that have resulted in successful economic growth and global integration. Both are characteristics of countries that are less likely to choose to proliferate. Any perceived meddling by the United States into Turkish politics likely would prove counterproductive and could result in fueling fundamentalism and destructive nationalism—characteristics of states more likely to pursue nuclear weapons. To reinforce Turkish trends in economic growth and openness, the United States could increase incentives for foreign direct investments, support pipeline and energy developments, foster tourism, and improve science and technology exchanges. Better bilateral trade relations could improve deterrent credibility. Additionally, increased trade may lead to increased economic security which could further fuel the Turkish government’s trend towards a more open economy.

Finally, the United States should monitor Turkish nuclear mythmaking—statements by political leaders that accentuate security concerns and offer nuclear weapons as a solution. Nuclear mythmaking can be an indicator or warning of proliferation intentions. Leadership’s travels to and scientific exchanges with nations that support nuclear weapons proliferation should also be monitored. Both these indicators remain low for Turkey. Renouncing weapons of mass destruction (WMD), the Turkish general staff published the following:

We believe that states of the region should terminate their efforts for developing such weapons [WMD] and their delivery means and become party to the nonproliferation regimes and treaties as soon as possible. In this respect, the need for a WMD-free zone in the Middle East is of paramount importance. Turkey does not possess WMD and does not intend to have them in the future. It adheres to all major international treaties regarding nonproliferation of those weapons and their delivery means where as it actively participates and supports all the works pertaining to non-proliferation in NATO.

Official rhetoric condemning proliferation could be expanded to include joint declarations from both Turkey and the United
States (or NATO). Such statements could make proliferation politically risky for Turkey.

**Stifling Capability**

Although Turkey maintains a low capability to produce its own nuclear weapons, the United States should monitor warning signs of potential changes to those capabilities and offer incentives to Turkey to discourage it from acquiring nuclear weapons. First, the United States should monitor Turkey’s technical feasibility for nuclear arms development. This includes Turkish investment in nuclear research and in civilian nuclear power. The “123 Agreement” between the United States and Turkey is a good vehicle for the United States to observe Turkish nuclear activities through cooperation and nuclear technology exchange. Brought into effect on 2 June 2008, the agreement established opportunities for US-Turkish exchanges in technology, materials, reactors, and components for nuclear research and power production. The agreement also has an added benefit of providing US insight into Turkish nuclear knowledge. It should remain in force, and its provisions aggressively exercised.

Second, the United States should watch potential support from other nuclear suppliers, particularly Russia and Pakistan. In the late 1980s and early 1990s the United States successfully monitored and blocked supposed nuclear technology transfers between Turkey, Pakistan, and Argentina. Delaying exchange agreements or threatening alliance standing may prove sufficient levers to discourage proliferation—United States concerns delayed the US-Turkish 123 Agreement until they were “sufficiently resolved.” The United States should aggressively monitor and encourage enhanced international transparency of nuclear technologies transfers, even between allies, and apply international pressure if proliferation occurs.

Third, the United States should monitor Turkish capabilities in fissionable materials refining and weapons development. These capabilities currently are at low levels, and Turkey is party to most UN nuclear agreements allowing IAEA inspections of its nuclear research and mining programs. The United States should recognize Turkey’s compliance with these agree-
ments and encourage Turkish leaders to continue their advocacy of a nuclear-weapons-free Middle East.

Finally, the United States should maintain close ties with the Turkish military and continue to provide military equipment. This relationship offers the United States a way to monitor Turkish military developments and apply pressure with export controls if nuclear weapon capabilities ever emerged.

In addition to technical feasibility, the United States should monitor Turkey’s economic capacity to develop nuclear programs. Historically, Turkey’s attempts at starting a civilian nuclear program repeatedly faced financial difficulties. If it became evident that Turkey was pursuing a nuclear weapons program, the United States applied economic pressures by reducing or eliminating its foreign direct investments and restricting trade. As a positive incentive, the United States could financially aid Turkey’s civilian nuclear program. US financial assistance may ensure Turkish nuclear developments remain demilitarized by keeping the United States knowledgeable of Turkish nuclear technical capabilities.46

The United States also should monitor Turkey’s treaty obligations, specifically under the NPT. Turkish leaders repeatedly state their support of the NPT and their desire for a Middle East free of WMDs. Going nuclear would require Turkish leaders to abandon their UN nuclear pledges, which could damage Turkish leadership credibility, their NATO standing, and bilateral relationship with the United States. Because alliance relationships are important to Turkish leaders, any threat of alliance damage may prove an effective bargaining lever to prevent Turkey from tipping toward nuclear proliferation.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Maintaining the credibility of US extended deterrence for Turkey requires a complex strategy of addressing Turkish political and economic concerns to demonstrate the strength of the partnership. Most importantly, Turkey and the United States need to stay actively engaged in their alliances. Unilateral approaches to security issues by either country harm the relationship, while burden sharing and alliance networking make it stronger. Conversely, because NATO and potential EU member-
ship is important to Turkish leaders, it can be an effective lever to discourage proliferation. Reducing trade barriers and increasing military arms sales are additional options that the United States could utilize to improve its credibility as a Turkish security partner. Additionally, US military forces based in Turkey and US nuclear weapons in Europe both remain important symbols of US commitments. Reducing either without negotiating suitable substitutes could weaken US credibility.

The United States should also monitor tipping point warnings and indicators. To mitigate issues that may encourage Turkish intentions or capabilities to pursue nuclear weapons, the United States should act to stifle the impact of potential security threats, such as a nuclear-armed Iran. Keeping Turkey as a partner in JSF development, regional missile defense, and nonproliferation enforcement while simultaneously avoiding meddling in its internal politics may prove effective in reducing the potential reasons for a Turkish nuclear bomb. Also, by monitoring Turkish technical and economic capabilities, the United States could more effectively lead the early application of levers to prevent tipping.

Implementing a strategy to improve extended deterrent credibility that also has the benefit of discouraging proliferation requires a thorough understanding of the ally. The next chapter offers conclusions and policy implications for applying extended deterrence as a method of nonproliferation that may be applicable to other allies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Policy Implications

Extended deterrence is absolutely essential for Turkish security and to support Turkey’s decision to renounce nuclear weapons.

—Science Applications International Corporation study, 2006

Conclusions

For the case of the Republic of Turkey, US nuclear reduction policies and the US Air Force’s nuclear weapons handling mistakes in 2007 and 2008 did not significantly affect the credibility of the United States’ extended nuclear deterrent. Additionally, there is little evidence that disarmament trends or the mishandling events have encouraged Turkish leaders to consider developing a nuclear weapons program. Both the intentions and capabilities for a Turkish nuclear weapon remain low while the credibility of the US promise for extended deterrence remains good, but it may be weakening.

The reason that nuclear reduction and nuclear mishandling issues may not play prominently in Turkish proliferation decision making likely is due to the character of extended deterrence—the credibility depends on many elements, with the status of US nuclear weapons playing a minor part. Which elements an ally values the most depends on that ally’s unique security concerns as well as the political relationship established with its protector. For example, South Korea and Japan may more highly value the size and type of the US nuclear arsenal dedicated to their protection due to the potential nuclear threat from North Korea. Therefore, extended deterrence strategies require a specific approach for those allies.

Turkish leaders value their country’s alliance relationships, and its bilateral relationship with the United States is the most important. However, Turkey’s NATO membership and its selection to serve as a temporary member on the UN Security Council
also provide valued alliance bonds. Additionally, the Turkish government continues to pursue EU membership and lists this as a top priority. To maintain a credible nuclear and military umbrella over Turkey requires the United States to continue to facilitate and encourage Turkish involvement and leadership in these and other alliances. Failing alliance credibility may be the crucial incentive for Turkish leaders to abandon their nuclear weapons abstinence. For Turkey, the quality and size of the US nuclear arsenal plays an important, but much smaller, part in deterrence credibility and as a nonproliferation tool.

Since the end of the Cold War, nuclear weapons have become increasingly more politically useful while their military value has diminished. Nuclear weapons remain valuable bargaining tools for deterrence and, especially in the case of Europe, as symbols of alliance commitment. Nuclear weapons used to extend deterrence to alliances may have an additional benefit of discouraging nuclear weapons proliferation by allies. For this reason, any change to US nuclear posture, such as basing, modernizing, and disarmament, requires close dialogue with allies that rely on a nuclear umbrella—especially with those allies capable of acquiring their own nuclear weapons arsenals. Turkish leaders likely would withdraw from under US extended deterrence and acquire their own nuclear weapons if they perceived a collapse of alliance credibility. Currently, the warnings and indicators for a Turkish nuclear weapons breakout remain low. Nevertheless, the United States should continually strive to evaluate and, when possible, strengthen the elements of extended deterrence credibility. These elements include alliance strength, US policies and practices in the Middle East, US-Turkish commercial trade, US-Turkish military arms sales, the presence of US military forces in Turkey, and the presence of US nuclear weapons in the United States and Europe. In addition, the United States should maintain a durable nuclear force with some portion of that force based in Europe until other commitment options can be negotiated.

Even if these credibility elements can be improved, US policy makers can expect Turkey to hedge against falling behind a Middle Eastern nuclear race by pursuing a civilian nuclear power program. Iran’s pursuit of a nuclear infrastructure, possibly including nuclear weapons, may upset the Middle East
balance of power. To remain politically relevant in the region, Turkish leaders could decide to pursue their civilian nuclear power program more aggressively. A civilian nuclear program builds scientific knowledge and improves regional status. For example, Armenia invited Turkey to assist in its nuclear power plant upgrades despite the historically tense relations between the countries.²

Strengthening credibility elements for extended deterrence may also affect the intentions and capabilities of an ally considering nuclear weapons tipping. Addressing Turkey’s most important security concerns not only adds to alliance credibility, but may also discourage proliferation by removing a common cause for tipping: external security threats. Turkey’s concerns include

• credibility of NATO, EU, and US support for Turkish security;
• PKK terrorism;
• Kurdish activism in Iraq supporting a separate Kurd state;
• Cyprus;
• relationships with Iran and Armenia;
• energy security and access; and
• economic strength and domestic stability.

Although few of these political and security concerns seem solvable with nuclear weapons, they may provide fuel for myth-making rhetoric to justify nuclear weapons proliferation. One way to dampen pro-proliferation rhetoric is for the United States to remain engaged in Turkish security issues so that no issue becomes too grave.

The US Air Force also may be able to contribute to assuaging Turkish security issues. First, it is important that the Air Force maintain a high level of care and advocacy of US nuclear weapons programs supporting NATO. Although the mishandling of mistakes in 2007 or 2008 did not seem to greatly affect Turkish perceptions of US deterrent credibility, Turkish officials prefer the existing nuclear posture in Europe and oppose unjustified changes.
Second, maintaining Air Force and Turkish DCAs in Europe remains important to Turkey. The aircraft provide a symbol of US commitment to Turkish defense and also represent Turkish dedication to a high-visibility NATO mission.

Third, the Air Force should advocate continued military presence at Incirlik AB. The base is an important gateway to the Middle East as well as the most visible and tangible US military force commitment to Turkish defense. Incirlik AB could provide a hub of support for assisting Turkey in its antiterrorism missions including command and control, surveillance, intelligence, and, potentially, combat operations.

Policy Implications

Know Your Ally as Yourself

Effective extended deterrence, including extended nuclear deterrence, requires a strategy that considers each ally individually. However, policy makers also need to consider linkages in US nuclear arsenal changes—some reductions or force posture changes may be acceptable to one ally but troubling to another. Only with a thorough understanding of an ally’s security and domestic concerns can the United States assess the credibility of its extended deterrence. The credibility elements outlined in this paper may provide a starting template for achieving better understanding. Similar studies for Japan, South Korea, and Australia likely would shed light on the most important reasons that those allies might forsake the US nuclear umbrella for weapons of their own.

A Strong Defense May Be the Best Offense

Turkey faces a variety of security challenges. Most are at its doorstep: PKK terrorism, Iraqi instability, Iranian nuclear ambitions, Russian energy politics, Israeli-Hamas conflicts, Georgian-Russian frictions, Cypriot Greek-Turk wrangling, and Armenian-Turkish tensions. The United States can provide political, economic, and military support to help prevent some of these threats from becoming acute by strengthening credibility elements of extended deterrence. Since this re-
quires practicing deterrence without a specific deterrence target, alliance building using defensive systems may prove to be the best approach. The United States should consider adding Turkey as a partner for possible theater missile defense systems and future fighter aircraft. Both countries should decrease trade barriers. The United States should consider offering financial and technical assistance for Turkey’s budding civilian nuclear power program. Similar defensive approaches may be useful for other US allies. How well these approaches may be working could be measured by observing proliferation warnings and indicators.

Watch the High Ground: Monitor Proliferation Warnings and Indicators

Warnings and indicators that could lead to nuclear weapons proliferation provide a way to measure the effectiveness of US extended nuclear deterrence. Similar to credibility elements, these indicators and warnings may vary for different countries and allies. At the least, the indicators listed in this paper provide a foundation for guiding proliferation monitoring strategies. The signs of proliferation include security threats, the relationship between the ruling regime and its public, leadership rhetoric, technical and economic feasibility, third party support, and military capabilities. The ally’s regime and its relationship to its populace require particular attention. Changes within a regime from a democratic and outward economic orientation to a regime less democratic and inward looking may be indicators of future proliferation. Although not always easy to discern, these factors may provide the foundation for proliferation assessments as well as the basis for measuring credibility success.
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Appendix

US-Turkish Relations Timeline Post-WWII

**BOLD** = significant nuclear policy events

1946  USSR demands territorial concessions and naval bases from Turkey; Turkey provides final refusal

Feb. 1947  United Kingdom withdraws military assistance from Greece and Turkey

Mar. 1947  Pres. Harry S. Truman asks Congress for and receives $400 million in aid for Greece and Turkey; Turkish aid goes to its military and to build Turkish bases for long-range aircraft

1950  Turkey’s Democratic Party (DP) defeats the Republican Party (RPP). Prime Minister Adnan Menderes governs for three terms until a 1960 military coup

1950–52  Turkey supports Korean War with 4,500 troops—the third largest UN contingent

Feb. 1952  Turkey and Greece join NATO; US fully supports Turkish membership

8 Dec. 1953  **Pres. Dwight Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” address at United Nations**

1954  Construction finished on Incirlik AB, near Adana, Turkey; US Air Force begins use

July 1955  **US-Turkish bilateral agreement to cooperate in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy**

27 Aug. 1956  **Turkish Atomic Energy Commission (TAEC-TAEK) created by Act No. 6821, under prime minister to coordinate efforts to build nuclear research reactors**
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and training centers and to issue licenses for power plants

1957 NATO adopts New Look strategy in which nuclear weapons become the primary method for deterring and responding to potential Soviet aggression in Europe

1 May 1959 Construction begins on first research reactor (1 megawatt [MW] pool type, called Turkish Reactor-1 [TR-1]) at Cekmece Nuclear Research and Training Center (CNRTC-CNAEM, formally established in 1961) near Kucukcekmece Lake outside Istanbul

Oct. 1959 Eisenhower administration completes agreement with Turkey to base 15 nuclear-armed Jupiter intermediate range ballistic missiles there to strengthen NATO, post-Sputnik

27 May 1960 Military coup led by Gen Cemal Gursel justified as a response to alleged corruption and increasing authoritarian views by DP’s leaders; National Unity Committee established

Summer 1961 Jupiter nuclear missiles under US control begin deployment to Turkey as authorized by NATO council; Pres. John Kennedy almost cancels deployment because the missiles are obsolete, but Turks protest

5 Mar. 1962  Last Jupiter missiles in Turkey become operational

14–28 Oct. 1962  Cuban missile crisis. President Kennedy secretly decides to remove Jupiter missiles from Turkey as part of the exchange for the USSR to remove missiles from Cuba; Turks not consulted about missile removal but are compensated with military aid including F-104G fighter aircraft

22 Oct. 1962  Turkish crews begin manning Jupiter sites under “dual-key” procedures, sharing control with the United States

1–25 Apr. 1963  Jupiter missiles removed from Turkey; decision announced in January 1963

1964  “Johnson letter” to Turkish president Ismet Inonu: Turkey threatened to intervene in Cyprus to aid Turkish Cypriots battling Greek Cypriots. To prevent Turkish intervention, Pres. Lyndon B. Johnson sends a letter to Turkish prime minister warning him that if USSR attacks Turkey to protect the Greek Cypriots, the US and NATO may not come to Turkey’s defense

1965  Justice Party takes parliamentary power with Prime Minister Suleyman Dermirel

NATO working group on nuclear planning established; Turkey becomes a group member by lot

Work reportedly starts on nuclear power plant proposal; by 1970 a 400 MW CANDU plant chosen; proposal called for plant operations in 1977

1966  Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Center (ANRTC) established; reorganized in 1993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 1967</td>
<td>During NPT negotiations Turkey expresses concern to US Department of State about security guarantees to non-nuclear states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Jan. 1969</td>
<td>Turkey signs the NPT, not ratified until 17 April 1980 (possibly due to internal political turbulence or military influence); safeguards agreement with IAEA signed 20 October 1981; Additional Protocol signed 12 July 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Mar. 1971</td>
<td>Turkish military intervention (&quot;Generals' Memorandum&quot;) to quell perceived political anarchy and violence; military rule with a civilian government from 1971 to 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Plans for first nuclear power plant abandoned post-coup—first nuclear power attempt fails; Turkish Electric Authority (TEK) established to take over electric generation with its Nuclear Power Plants division (NPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Elections bring Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit to power in January 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jul. 1974</td>
<td>Turkey intervenes in Cyprus after Cypriot National Guard overthrows elected Cyprus president; Turk military campaign successful and another ordered on 13 August 1974 which secures 40 percent of Cyprus and establishes a north-south partition of the island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 1974</td>
<td>United States implements arms embargo in October 1974 but defers implementation until February 1975 for negotiations; viewed by Turks as a slap in the face to a loyal ally; in late 1974 a new government led by Suleyman Demirel freezes US military activity in Turkey until 1978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1975  Turkish government transfers control of Incirlik AB to its military in response to US arms embargo by Congress following Cyprus incident

June 1976  TAEK licenses Akkuyu site for nuclear power reactor; in 1977 negotiations begin with two Swedish companies (Asea-Atom and Stal-Laval) for 660 MW boiling water reactor; deal collapses in mid-1980s from failure to agree on financing and a Turkish military coup

Sept. 1977  TR-1 research reactor shut down and dismantled at CNAEM in Istanbul reportedly for financial reasons

Oct. 1978  Pres. Jimmy Carter's administration negotiates new basing deal with Turkey; Turks base acceptance of the deal on US aid

11 Mar. 1979  Istanbul Technical University's research reactor (TRIGA Mark-II 250 kilowatt) goes critical; construction started on 1 April 1975; only remaining research reactor in Turkey (IAEA safeguarded)

12 Sept. 1980  Turkish military coup led by Gen Kenan Evren (military runs government for next three years until elections in November 1983)

1980  Post-coup, nuclear power program abandoned for second time

1980  Turkey and United States sign a bilateral Defense and Economic Cooperation Agreement (DECA) to govern use of Incirlik AB; in some cases the DECA requires Turkish parliamentary authorization for US requests to use the base for reasons other than training

1981  United States expresses concern about proliferation of nuclear materials with weapons implications between Turkey and Pakistan
1982  TAEK-TAEC reconstituted as Turkiye Atom Enerjisi Kurumu (TAEK-TAEA) under prime minister’s authority: Turkey’s nuclear regulatory agency. It oversees four research centers at Cekmece, Ankara, and Lalahan Animal Health and Nuclear Research Center

Nov. 1982  Turkish parliament adopts new constitution that provides the parliament the right to allow foreign forces in Turkey

1983–93  Turkish prime minister and then-president Turgut Ozal improves relations with United States; also reforms and improves economy

1983  General Directorate for Mineral and Exploration (MTA-established in 1935) duties expanded to include mining for nuclear fuels (and again in 1994)

Fall 1983  TAEK invites bids for nuclear power plants; letters of intent sent to three companies: Canada (655 megawatt electrical [MWe]), Germany (990 MWe pressurized water), and United States (one or two 1185 MWe boiling water) at Sinop on Black Sea; Sinop location discovered to be unacceptable due to geographic fault lines

1985  Turkey signs nuclear cooperation agreement with Canada; negotiations over financing and payment methods (such as build-operate-transfer, suggested but details never settled) for nuclear power plants continue until 1993; eventually third attempt for nuclear power abandoned

1986  Nuclear fuel pilot plant at CNAEM begins operation: accomplishes uranium refining and conversion to uranium dioxide (UO2) and manufactures UO2 pellets
3 May 1988 Turkey and Argentina sign 15-year nuclear cooperation agreement hoping to duplicate Argentina’s push for fuel cycle independence; study 300 MWe PWR (Argos) at Akkuyu

Oct. 1990 Argentina agrees to build a CAREM-25 small nuclear power plant (9 or 10 MW) in 1992 for Turkey; former director of TAEK Yalcin Sanalan stated it was too small for electricity, too big for research, but right size for plutonium production; United States and others oppose the joint project; Turkey cancels fourth project attempt in 1991

1991 Gulf War I (Operation Desert Storm) created economic hardships for many Turks: promised US aid never materialized, economic losses were estimated at $35-150 billion, Turkish general staff resigned after Ozal’s pledge to support US, Iraqi oil exports through Turkey were cut off as part of UN sanctions (estimated cost at $6 billion), 100,000 troops were deployed along Turkish-Iraqi border (estimated cost of $300 million), Turkey allowed United States to fly sorties out of Turkish bases, Turkey provided safe haven for Kurds

USSR collapses, Cold War ends

Oct. 1992 TEK sends requests for proposals; Canada responds on 28 October 1992

1994 1994 TEK divides into two companies (TEAS and TEDAS); TEAS issues bids for consulting services for nuclear plant; Korea wins as cheapest at $350 million (US); in March 1996 bids for Akkuyu site opened but not released until 17 December 1996 requiring 100 percent financ-
ing; bids delayed multiple times; domestic opposition strong and 24 mayors in the region objected, saying it would damage tourism and agriculture—mainstays of the local economy; bidding selection slipped and operating date slipped from 2000 to 2003 to 2005

1996

**Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) signed by Turkey (ratified in 2000)**

July–Aug. 1996 Turkey concludes $23 billion, 25-year natural gas deal with Iran

June 1997 “Post–modern” Turkish military coup; Islamist government of Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan replaced by conservative government of Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz; further interrupted nuclear power contract bidding/award

Apr. 1997 Turkey becomes a member of the Missile Technology Control Regime

Jan. 1999 Minority government of Bulent Ecevit of Democratic Left Party replaces Yilmaz government

**Nuclear power plant decision pushed back until after elections, but decision never made; energy minister Cumhur Ersumer said, “If we cannot reach a decision it will be interpreted that Turkey has given up on nuclear plants forever”; protests in January 2000 against the plant; fifth attempt seemingly abandoned in July 2000**

1999 Turkish forces apprehend PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan; United States plays role in operation; PKK declares unilateral cease-fire

June 2000 **Turkey becomes a member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group**

78
July 2000  Additional Protocol for IAEA verification ratified

11 Sept. 2001  9/11 attacks on United States; NATO Article V applied; Turkey begins assistance to US-NATO operations in Afghanistan

3 Nov. 2002  Justice and Development Party (AKP) wins parliament, and Tayyip Erdogan becomes prime minister

1 Mar. 2003  US invasion of Iraq: seen by Turkey to worsen PKK issues; Turkish parliament narrowly rejects use of Turkey as base for the invasion despite multibillions in promised aid, possibly due to (1) political damage for newly elected AKP party and (2) the belief that a better aid deal could be negotiated; Turkish public opinion 85–90 percent against the war—may have feared repeat of effects of first Gulf War including economic hardship and PKK resurgence; military may have allowed controversy in order to embarrass Erdogan

June 2004  PKK attacks begin again after PKK declared unilateral cease-fire in 1999

Dec. 2004  European Union starts accession negotiations with Turkey

2005  Turkey allows United States to use Incirlik AB as a cargo hub but forbids combat aircraft

Feb. 2006  Turkish energy minister Hilmi Guler announces plans to build up to five nuclear power plants, first at Sinop, operational by 2012, citing rising oil prices and dependence on Russia

Summer 2006  Turkey sends peacekeepers to Lebanon

2006  South Caucasus gas pipeline opens

Mar.–Apr. 2006  Turkish prime minister Erdogan telephones Iranian president to seek access for Turkish
ambassador to visit 15 British naval and marine personnel captive in Iran

22 July 2007  Turkish elections maintain AKP in power

2007  Turkey takes overall command of multinational Task Force South in Kosovo

Fall 2007  PKK attack in southeast Turkey kills 40; United States tried to dissuade Turkish reaction, called on Kurd regional government to take action

10 Oct. 2007  US House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs passes a nonbinding resolution (27–21) declaring the 1915 Ottoman-Armenian incident, which occurred at the closing years of the Ottoman Empire, to be genocide; greatly damages US-Turkish relations; garners reaction from Turkish prime minister, military staff; resolution does not go to House for a vote

5 Nov. 2007  Pres. George Bush meets with Turkish prime minister Erdogan; meeting considered “milestone in counterterrorism efforts” after agreements for US-Turkish increased intelligence sharing in efforts against PKK in northern Iraq

21 Mar. 2008  Cypriot president Dimitris Christofias and Turkish leader Mehmet Ali Talat meet and agree to establish processes for reunifying the island, divided since 1974

22 Jan. 2008  President Bush sends Congress an agreement signed by President Clinton on 26 July 2000 to ensure nuclear cooperation between the United States and Turkey

28 Sept. 2008  Russia’s Atomstroyexport offers bid for nuclear power plant for Turkey in Akkuyu district; it is the only bid received
Turkish government begins legal procedures for second nuclear power plant in Sinop
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Abbreviations

AB  air base
AKP  Justice and Development Party
AP  additional protocol
B   billion
CACNARE  Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
CENNA Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident
CNS Convention on Nuclear Safety
CPPNM Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material
CTBT  Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
DCA  dual-capable aircraft
DOD  Department of Defense
EU  European Union
GTP  Powerful Turkey Party
IAEA  International Atomic Energy Agency
ICBM  intercontinental ballistic missile
JSF  Joint Strike Fighter
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NPT  Nonproliferation Treaty
OG  Operations Group
PKK  Kurdish Workers Party
SDE  senior developmental education
SFM  Spent Fuel Management
SGA  Safeguards Agreement
SQP  Small Quantities Protocol
USTR  US Trade Representative
WMD  weapons of mass destruction
WWICS  Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
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